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Last semester, the Law School was filled with conversations and debates
about basic freedoms that most ofus have always taken for granted. The war
on tenor, the election, and recent US Supreme Court cases focused our
attention on civil liberties that we have come to expect as American citizens.
Have our libertieS been threatened? Are we losing some of our basic lights?
These are indeed topics for a law school cmnpus. And the deliberations were
fierce and the discussions fiery. They provided us with a focus for symposia,
panels, and special guests. It was truly a time when v,,re felt as ifwe were on
the front line, and I believe that this issue of Cardozo Life reflects our
involvement.
Our faculty, students, alumni, donors, and fiiends continue to add to
the energy as well. We celebrated i;,vith thmn such occasions as Cardozo's
26th commencement, at which Justice Sandra O'Connor delivered the
address and received an honorary degree-the first to be mvarded by Yeshiva
University at a Cardozo com1nencement. At our very first 25th reunion,
nearly half of our pioneeling graduates returned to celebrate in our beautiful new lobby reception area. And, as if that were not cause enough to celebrate, members of every class contributed to this year's Annual Fund. As the
new academic year got started, we welcomed the strongest class yet to
Cardozo, coming fr01n 35 states and 134 undergraduate institutions, including 20% from the Ivy League.
Our faculty continues its tradition of producing impeccable scholarship
and successfully representing clients. They are winning recognition for
their work nationally and internationally and are being called upon by the
news 1nedia, government agencies, and colleagues at other institutions for
their expertise.
I hope this issue conveys the liveliness and seriousness of the discourse
at Cardozo.
Susan L. Davis
Editor
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Floersheimer Center
Symposia Stir Debate
on Front-Page Issues
Two major conferences in
March addressed weapons
of mass destruction and a
free press, and the merits
and flaws of the judicial
appointments process. They
were both sponsored by the
Floersheimer Center for
Constitutional Democracy.
Exactly 25 years after
Judge Robert Warren of the
US District Court for the
Western District of Wisconsin made history by issu ing
a prelim inary injunction
preventing The Progressive
magazine from publishing
an article entitled "The Hbomb Secret: How We Got
It, W11y We're Telling It,"
the Center invited the key
players in the case to campus. The Progressive case is
the only time a court granted a preliminary injunction
restraining publication.
Ultimately, the injunction
was ineffective and the
magazine published the
article. Guests offered rare
firsthand accounts of what
they were thinking and
why they acted as they did.
Speakers included James R.
Schlesinger, former secretary of energy and former
secretary of defense; Ray
Kidder, a nuclear weapons
F A L L 2004

expert retained by The Progressive, Howard Morland,
author of the article; Brady
Williamson, who represented The Progressive; and attorneys for the government
Robert E. Cattanach and
Frank Tuerkheimer, who
was visiting Cardozo and

of individual civil liberties
under the current Bush
administration. He chastised the media for not
focusing enough attention
on this constitutional threat
and reminded the press of
its duty to inform the public and create an enlight-

S

Washington insiders we re
among those who provided
insights about these partisan battles at Jurocracy and
Distrust: Reconsidering the
Federal Judicial Appointments Process.
Helaine Greenfeld,
senior nominations counsel

Yeshiva University
President Richard Joel,
Dean David Rudenstine,
and the Honorable
Sandra Day O 'Connor
before Cardozo's 26th
commencement, held at
Avery Fisher Hall in
Ju ne. Justice O'Connor
addressed the graduates and received an
honorary degree.
(See p. 44)

organized the conference.
Gary Milhollin, an expert
on international proliferation of nuclear weapons,
gave a current assessment
of which countries have
nuclear weapons and how
much our intelligence agencies know about their programs-not enough. The
symposium closed with a
chilling commentary by former New York Times columnist Anthony Lewis, who
suggested that perhaps the
gravest danger of all to our
national security is the loss

ened citizenry. (See Lewis's
remarks on page 27.)
Battles over the appointment of federal judges have
recently intensified. Senator
Tom Daschle's a nnouncement in Ma rch-in response
to President Bush's use of
recess appo intments-that
Democrats would block all
judicial nominees until "the
White House gives us the
assurance that they will no
longer abuse the process,"
exemplifies the current rancor a nd frustration over this
issue. Present and former

to Senator Patrick Leahy,
offered the Democratic perspective on recent battles.
She said that when President
Bush recomme nded a slate
of judicial appointees to the
Senate Judiciary Committee
he sent "a clear message to
the Committee that this
President would use nominations as a weapon to
remake the judiciary in his
image." She also noted that
the Committee has actually
ap proved 98 percent of
President Bush's nominees
(173 judges), although

attention has been focused
on the few nominees that
were not con fi rmed.
Panelists, who included
scholars and attorneys,
began by examining the criteria for judicial selection,
debating the factors tha t
should enter into the President's and the Senate's
consideration of potential
judges. They offered historical, legal, a nd political perspectives on such issues as
the releva nce of ideology
a nd of jurisprudential, racial,
or other types of balance.
The second panel turned
to the constitu tional law of
judicial selection and
review, including constitutional limits a nd the general
nature of the Senate's advice and consent role. Professors Erwin Chermerinsky
and Catherine Fisk, both of
Duke Uni ve rsity, e ndorsed
the use of the filib uster,
argui ng that there are not
too many fights about appointees, but too few. Dean
Rudensti ne commented on
advice and consent, agreed
that the Senate does too
little advising and too much
consenting, and outlined
several models of the advice and consent func tion .
At the conclud ing panel
devoted to possible reforms,
Prof. Marci Hamilton advocated an e nd to the socalled politics of personal
destruction a nd sa id to
participants, "Both the
President and Congress
have abandoned the roles
they we re assigned in the
Constitution . It was set up
for them to be free fro m
majorita rian pressu re, and
to allow the m to set their
eyes on the public good."
4
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His Excellency Mr. Inocencio F. Arias, ambassador, permanent representative of Spain to the United Nations, and
chair, UN Count er-Terrorism committee, delivered a stirring
keynote address in which he urged global cooperation to
combat t errorism. The symposium The Role and Capabi lity
of the United Nations in the Global War on Terrorism
brought together experts to discuss how to define terrorism and how to successfully harness t he United Nations
potential power to f ight terrorism. Lead ing scholars, UN
personnel, and j ournalists participated in the symposium,
w hich w as sponsored by t he Cardozo Journal of
International and Comparative Law.

Cardozo Commemorates Brown v. Board of Education
May 17 m arked the 50th a nniversary of the landmark US
Supre me Court case Brown v. Board of Education, which
held segregated schools unconstitu tional. Cardozo sponsored a series of commemorative events.
Cardozo and the United
States Court of Appeals,
Second Circu it collaborated to bring to New York
"Marching Toward Justice,"
an exhibition on the history of the 14th Amendmen t. The exhibition, on
loan fro m the Damon J.
Keith Law Collection of
African-Am erican Legal
H istory at Wayne State
Un iversity, opened first at
the Thurgood Marshall
Cou rthouse on Foley
Square. Dean Rudenstine
joined Judges De nnis
Jacob s, US Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit; Eric L.
Clay, US Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit; and Jack
Weinstein, US District Cour t, Eastern District of NY at the
opening ceremony. The program also feahired Ela ine
Jones, presiden t and director-counsel, NAACP Legal
Defense & Educational Fund, and Prof. Jack Gree nberg of
Columbia Law School. After a month at the courthouse,
the exh ibition moved to the Cardozo lobby. It featured
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photogra phs, illustrations, and text illuminating the
African-American experience from 1619, whe n the first
African captives arrived in colonial Am erica, through
1957, the year nine African-American students were
admitted to Central High
School in Little Rock, AR.
At a panel preceding
the exhibition's opening at
Cardozo in April, Judge
Weinstein and Judge
Constance Baker Motley
of the US District Court
for the Southern District
of New York (left), both of
whom were on th e briefs
in all the cases that were
part of Brown, discussed
the impact of the landmark case. They were
joined by the Honorable
Roger L. Gregory of th e
US Court of Appeals for th e Fourth Circuit, the first
African-Am erican judge on that court.
Later in the month , Jack Balkin, Knight Professor of
Constitu tional Law and the First Amendment and the
director of The Infor mation Society Project at Yale Law
School, gave the Uri and Caroline Bauer Memorial Lecture, discussing three pivotal cases in the history of civil
rights in "Plessy, Brown and Gruffer: A Play in Three Acts."

Class of 2007 Arrives on Campus
LA RG ES T APPLICAN T POOL , STRON G LS AT S CORE S, AND NOTAB LE A C CO MPLISHME N TS

Cardozo's programs, faculty,
and reputation consistently
attract high-caliber students,
and the class of 2007 is no
exception . Ca rdozo rece ived
more than 5, 000 applications for admission to th e
class, a record applicatio n
volume, and the median
LSAT score increased by
two points to 164.
"The class of 2007 has
outstanding academic ere-

dentials and fascinating
backgrounds making them
a tremendous addition to
the Law School," Associate
Dean for Ad missions Robert
Schwartz said. Not only are
the students smart, motivateel, and eager to learn, but
they have rema rkable
personal and professional
achievements already
behind them.
"I always thought I would

be a lawyer," said Barbara
Res, 54, but her career path
took a very different turn.
Res was always good at
math and studied e ngineering in college. Instead of
becoming a teacher, a
common caree r choice for
wome n of her ge neration,
sh e we nt on to a successful
career in construction.
"I've h ad a very colorful
ca reer," Res said. Her expe-

Number of applica nts:

5,014

Number of matriculants:
Women in e ntering class:
Students of color:

Unde rgraduate institutions:

349

51%

2 1.8 %

Geographical representation:

rie nce includes working
with Donald Trump a nd
havi ng her name inscribed
on the building at 667
Madison Avenue, in recognition of he r contributio n to
its creation.
As part of h er work , Res
was involved in mediation
and arb itration, wh ich
sparked an interest in
studying Alternative
Dis pute Resolution (ADR).

Average age:

134

25

Median LSAT score:

164

Median GPA:

3 .4 5

3 5 states, 5 foreign countries
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After taking the LSAT, her
first test in 30 yea rs, she
went from be ing one of the
only wom en at constru ction
sites to being the oldest student in her Cardozo class.
"I've made a career out
of being differe nt," Res sa id.
"It wo uld be ve ry hard fo r
me if I we ren't used to
sticking out."
Unlike Res, Brent "Giles"
Davis, 34, always knew he
wanted to be a musician
a nd never thought he'd be a
lawye r. "I would think about
law school and immediately
dismiss it," Davis said.
Davis's th riving career as
a musicia n and his selfdescribed "obsession" with
music began in sixth grade
whe n he taught hi mself
how to play the guitar, o ne
of 13 instruments he plays.
Davis first performed profess ionally whe n he was 16,
and performed almost every
night of the week while in
college in Scra nto n, PA.
After gradua tion Davis
to ured with a reggae band,
released his ow n CD, The
Advantages of Union, and
added credits as a producer
to his resume. Davis also
had the honor of performing w ith Bruce Springsteen
a nd his wife, Patty Scialfa,
when the duo showed up
during o ne of Davis's perfon11ances and asked if they
could join in. "Being able to
be Clarence Clemmons fo r
a day was definitely one of
the highlights of my caree r; "
Dav is sa id , describing his
experience filling the shoes
of Sp1ingsteen's renowned
saxophone playe r.
As with Res, it was
Davis's exciting career that
indirectly led him to
FA LL 2004

to compete for prize money in
ptiie Contest. Students argue timely legal
woman. First prize (S2, 500) winner was
ere with guest judges and a member of the

Ca rdozo. Afte r yea rs of reviewing contracts as an
a rtist, Davis decided a second career as a lawyer
made sense. His interest in
entertainment law and the
Law School's first-rate reputation in intellectual prope rty led him to Cardozo.
"New York City is really
where you want to be for
the music industry," Davis
said. "Because I'm not a
traditional student, I have
a different idea of what I
wa nt to do. "
Even the more "traditional" Cardozo students are
a nything but traditional. Jill
Gueydan, 21, a Tuxas A&M
graduate, credits he r past
schooling and personal
experiences with sparking
her interest in the law.
Gueydan was home
schooled throughou t elem e ntary a nd middle school.
In New Orleans, her hometown, children need to be
five when school begins,
a nd sh e just missed the cut-

off date. "My mom though t
I was ready fo r school, so
she just taught me,"
Gueydan said.
Although sh e sa id she
felt isolated at times by the
experience, it taught her
tobe independent and
self-sufficient, skills she
says will be an asset at
Cardozo. "Wh en you're
home schooled, no one is
around to push you. You
have to push yourself,"
Gueydan said.
When her parents got divorced, her home schooling
ended and Gueydan spent
some time in family court.
Her experience there was
trying, and made her think
about going to law school.
"I was fru strated to the
point th at I felt I could do a
better job," Gueydan said.
"I always knew I wanted to
be educated furthe r a fter
college."
Richard Silve1: 41, spent
yea rs furthering his education by atte nding medical

school. It was a way for
h im to pursue his scientific
and academ ic interests, but
the field of medicine was
dramatically changing
while he was in school.
"I was emulating a model of
a d inosaur, and it was in its
last existence," he said.
Silver worked as a pediatric urologist for seven
years, and while he enjoyed
the work, especially the reconstructive aspects of his
job, he encountered many
frustrations. The proliferation of HMOs, government
regulations, and cost-cutting
methods created an environment where the economic impact of every decision is measured. "There
was a major squeeze from
every direction," he said .
He started thinking
abo ut going to law school
wh e n he me t h is wife, who
is a lawyer, and realized the
many similarities between
law and medicine. "If someone comes in with a prob-

lem, you have to use your
academic and job tra ining
to help them," Silver said.
Silve r cited the need for
more lawyers with science
and medical backgrounds
and his interest in intellectual property law as reasons
for going back to school and
for choosing Cardozo. "I 'll
miss being a doctor, but I
won't miss being in medici ne," Silver said.
Daniel Schiff, 25, worked
as a reporter for the New
Jersey Jounwl and the New
York Post. One of his beats
included an assignment
writing obituaries, in which
Sch iff had the unpleasa nt
task of calling bereaved
families and funeral homes
for information. "Surprisingly, it wasn't that hard. Like
at crime scenes, people are
actually willing to talk to
you," Schiff said .
While Schiff said his
wo rk as a journalist was
interesting, he thought law
school would be a good way

The Cardozo Democrats
welcomed US Congressman
Charles Rangel, w ho repre-

sents New York's 15th congressional district, to campus in April
at the organizat ion's inaugural
event. The g roup is dedicated to
educating t he Cardozo commun ity about Democratic values,
w hile exploring and engaging in
debate on what those values
should be. (From left) Brian
Bank 'OS, Megan Burrows '06,
Russell Norman 'OS, Congressman Rangel, Anne Ulevitch 'OS,
Prof. Myriam Gilles, Serena Lee
'05, and Prof. Justin Hughes.
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for him to put his interviewing and writing abilities
to anothe r use. "I've always
been somewhat argumentative," Schiff sa id , adding
that his skills might be better utilized practicing law.
Like Schiff, Karyne
Munoz, 23, was on a mediarelated caree r path when
a n internship at a med iation center changed her
mind . Munoz, who was
born in Ecuador and moved
to the Uni ted States whe n
she was a toddler, was a
co mmunications major at
Florida State. On a whim
she accepted an internship
at the Neighborhood Justice
Center, a mediation center
in Tullahassee, FL, and fell
in love w ith the wo rk.
"\"1hen yo u go to trial, it's
e itl1er win o r lose, but the
mediation process helps
create productive and su itable solutions for a variety
of problems," Munoz sa id.
Munoz wo rked at a
mediation center in Philadelphia as an AmeriCorp/
VISTA vol unteer aaer graduation, but her personal
experience with mediation
also influenced her decision to study ADR at
Cardozo. After purchasing a
used car, she found out that
it had been in an accident.
Wl1en she stopped payment
on the check, the seller
took her to small claims
court. The courthouse
procedure was very intimidating, Munoz sa id, but her
case was eventually resolved successfully through
mediation.
"If you put some faith in
th e process, it works out
well," Munoz said.

FALL
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gu15hed scholars and practitioners for

os Commit Crimes? Panelists debated
to encourage good corporate
nna, Boston University School of Law;
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Bet Tzedek Clinic Is
Trailblazer for
Interdisciplinary
Problem Solving
Compulsive hoarding, a
psychological disorder tha t
most frequently affects the
elderly and is characterized
by an accum ulation of useless possessions that clutter
the person's living space,
ofte n creates complex legal
and social problems for the
hoarder. Cardozo's Bet
Tzedek Clinic, whose clients
a re primarily the elderly,
is leading the way in implementing interdisciplinary
approaches to helping
th ese people, who are at
risk of eviction because of
th eir behavior.
In addition to represent-

, 0

ing hoarders in legal proceedings, the clinic recently
began holding a hoarding
discussion group facilitated
by a tea m of Wurzweiler
social work students and
Cardozo law stude nts,
under the supervision of
Janet Lessem, social work
supervisor at Bet Tzedek.
She explains, "Everyo ne
benefits-group membe rs
offer valuable support and
assistance to each other,
while Jaw and social work
stude nts learn about hoarding firsthand." Addi tionally,
said Prof. Paris Baldacci,
"legal interve ntion isn't
enough . The group helps
the litiga nt address the
underly ing issues and avoid
future legal problems." The
group has been heralded as
a prototype and is being

replicated at other legal and
social service agencies.
A direct result of Bet
Tzedek's 2002 interdisciplinary con fe rence on compulsive hoarding was the
formation of the New York
City Tusk Force on Hoa rding, a collaboration amo ng
legal, govern men tal, and
social service agencies. A
second confe rence hosted
by Cardozo a nd cosponsored by Weill Medical College of Cornell Uni versity
a nd the NYC Task Force
on Hoarding ga ined widespread media atte ntion.
As Be t Tzedek helps
those with compulsive
hoarding problems, the
esse nce of the work is to
develo p a model of inte rdisciplinary practice. "We
think it is essential fo r our

students to learn that to be
effective probl em solve rs,
lawyers need to work colJabo ratively with professionals in other disciplines,"
said Prof. Toby Golick, director of Clinical Legal Education and of Bet Tzedek.

Students Provide
Tax Advice to Needy
New Yorkers
Members of the Ca rdozo
Tux Law Society pa rticipateel in the Volunteer Income
Tux Assistance (VITA) program , which offers free tax
pre paration services to lowincome, elderly , disabled,
or non-English speaking
taxpayers. Students, in conj unction with the Lower
East Side People's Federal
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Cardozo Launches Program in Jewish Law
and Interdisciplinary Studies
This fall, Cardozo launched the Program in Jewish Law
and Interdisciplinary Studies. Its mission is to bring together scholars of varied legal backgrounds, fostering an
exchange of ideas among the different traditions.
"The interdisciplinary study of Jewish law exposes
Jewish legal traditions and principles to a broad audience
and deepens the appreciation for Judaism's most enduring
contribution to civilization," Prof. Suzanne Last Stone, the
program's director and an expert in Jewish law and legal
theory, said.
Today, there is a heightened awareness of religion's
importance in global politics, and this program intends to
contnbute the Jewish legal perspective on current events.
It will provide students and scholars with the necessary
concepts and ideas to create a dialogue and explore

Jewish views on the role oflaw and religion in society.
"This program will enhance Cardozo's reputation as a
place where law is taught and studied in light of the
humanistic disciplines. It is a welcome addition to
Cardozo's curriculum and is enriched by the talents of
the Law School's distinguished faculty," Dean David
Rudenstine said.
The program hosts scholarly colloquia, public lectures,
and international conferences. The inaugural conferenceToxt, 'Iradition, and Reason in Comparative Perspectiveheld in October, examined the complex relationship
between text, tradition, and reason, and their competing
claims to authority. Participants included scholars from
the fields of law, religion, history, philosophy, sociology,
and anthropology.

Credit Union, worked
directly with clients and
handled federal income tax
issues. The Cardozo Tux
Law Society, launched in
spring 2003, encourages
student interest in legal
fields that involve tax
issues, such as estate planning, elder law, and family
and matrimonial law. The
group sponsors forums at
which speakers discuss
their careers and opportunities in the field.

Property Law Association.
Won Kyung Chang 'OS
and Nicole Gillikin 'OS won
best respondent brief and
advanced to the round of 16
of the Kaufman Securities
Law Moot Court Competition, sponsored by Fordham
University Law School.

Students Take
Moot Court Honors
For the second year, a team
from Cardozo was invited
to the regional oral round
of the European Law Moot
Court (ELMC) competition.
This year six Cardozo students traveled to Vilnius,
FALL 2004

Lithuania, for the competition sponsored by the
European Union, the government of Portugal, the
European Court of Justice,
and several international
law firms. Cardozo has the
distinction of being the
only American law school
to send a team to two invitational oral rounds.
Moot Court team members Joni Kletter '04 and
Shannon Stallings '04
advanced to the semifinal
round of the Vanderbilt
National First Amendment
Moot Court Competition.
Travis Harper '04 and
Brandyne Warren 'OS are
the Northeast regional
champions and national
semifinalists of the 31st
annual Giles Sutherland
Rich Memorial Moot Court
Competition, sponsored by
the American Intellectual

Dispute Resolution
Society Wins Top
Prizes at International
Competition
Students from the Cardozo
Dispute Resolution Society
competed in the International Competition for
Online Dispute Resolution
and placed first in two of
the three competitions
and second in the third
competition.
Jeff Cassin 'OS and
Lindsey Brass 'OS won most

effective team in the international mediation competitian, advocates division,
and David Cantor 'OS won
most effective arbitral tribunal in the arbitration
competition. Angela Angel
'04 and Luz Laulo '04 came
in second in the management division. Other team
members were Deborah
Blum 'OS and Michelle
Smith '06.
This is the second year
Cardozo students have
participated in the competition, sponsored by the
Center for Information
Tochnology and Dispute
Resolution, the University
of Toledo College of Law,
Hamline University School
of Law, Westworkspace.com,
and the Harvard Program
on Negotiation.
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Students Recognize
Playwright Eve Ensler
For Promoting
World Peace
PlaJV11 right Eve Ensler,
re nowned for he r theater
piece 771e Vagina Monologues and as founder of the
antiviole nce initiative VDay, which has raised millio ns of dollars for wome n
internatio nally, shared he r
views a nd opinions on the
current global political
climate whe n she received
the fi fth a nnual International Advocate for Peace
Awa rd in May. The award,
wh ich ho nors and acknowledges those who dedicate
their lives to resolving
world confl icts and achieving peace, was bestowed on
Ensler by the Cardozo

International Advocate for Peace Award w inner Eve Ensler is show n here w it h former ed itors of the
Cardozo Journal of Conflict Resolution. (From left) Tiiu Gennert '00, Ziva Cohen '02, Eve Ensler,

Cy nthia Devasia '02, a nd Leila Zubi '00.

Journal of Conflict Resolution
(CJCR) and th e International Law Stude nts
Association (ILSA) for he r
tire less efforts to promote
international peace a nd encl
violence against women.

Cardozo students presented and performed in Eve Ensler's
acclaimed w ork Th e Vagina Monologues. The student-run production was organized by the Cardozo Advocates for Battered
W omen; all proceeds from ticket sales w ere donated to
Sanctuary for Families of New York City, an organization that
provides assist ance to victims of domestic violence, and to the
M issing a nd M urde red Women and Girls of Juarez, M exico.
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Ensler, the first wo man
to receive the award, passionately discussed the realities of violence a nd admonished the "pundits and
politicians and policy
makers" for the dange rous
myths they are crea ting
about war.
"Bombs do not make
people free. Bombs do not
engage people's tms t.
Bombs do not invite people
to connect," Ensler told th e
crowd of students, fac ulty,
and frie nds in the Jacob
Burns Moot Cou rt Room.
Sh aring her opin ion on th e
violence taking place in
Iraq a nd Afgha nistan , she
fa ul ted the US government
for not asking th e Iraqi
people what they wa nt or
trying to find a n alternative
to war.
"Part of the work of making peace is not imposing
your agenda or saying this
is what I believe you should
be doing, but asking people
what th ey need a nd how
th ey would like to do it,"
Ensle r said.
Ensler stressed the im-

portance of using the power
of imagination to attain
peace and freedom. She
cited and applauded several
women around the world
for using their imaginations
to expose and oftentimes
lessen the risks they face,
such as genital mu tilation,
rape, sexual slavery, and
m urder.
"These forms women
ha ve developed throughout
the world-of carving a way
through violence-are, to
me, the ge nius of imagination." According to Ensle r,
the women are peacemakers and role models, and by
launch ing the ir ow n crusades against viole nce
using nonviole nt means,
they serve as exam ples that
wa r is not the only a nswe1:
"There is a nother way. It
involves thi nking, patie nce,
planning, and the wisdom
of many. In th e case of
Iraq, it would have meant
saying that war was not an
option," Ensler said .

For an edited version of
Ensler's speech, see page 40.
CARDOZO L I FE

The Intellectual Property Law Program Gala celebrated the 20th

anniversary of the Cardozo/BM! Entertainment and Communications
Law Moot Court Competition and the 22nd anniversary of the
founding of the Cardozo Arts & Entertainment Law Journal. The
Hon. Stephen R. Reinhardt, US Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit (center); Hon. Pauline Newman, US Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit (left); and Shira Perlmutter, vice president and
associate general counsel, intellectual property policy, AOL Time
Warner; were the final-round judges for the Competit ion. David
Johnson, general counsel, Warner Music, gave the keynote address
and discussed illegal music downloading.

m speakers discussed the

D;gtal Millennium Copyright

IP professionals gathered to discuss recent developments in the field,
including law and policy in the Google age and scandals surrounding

artists, entertainers, and the online community at An Evening on the IP
Cutting Edge: Industry Leaders on Current Events in the IP Arena. The

symposium was presented by Cardozo's Intellectual Property law
Society, in conjunction with Professionals in Media & Entertainment
(PRIME), and the Graduate Law Society. (From left) Andrew McLaughlin,
senior policy counsel, Google, Inc., and Prof. Susan Crawford.
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WHAT PROGRAM IS REMEMBERED fondly by thousands of Cardozo
graduates, strikes fear in the heart of current students, and means
a January visit to New York for lawyers and judges from across
the United States? The answer? ITAP.
To an outsider, the two-week program that takes place each
year between semesters might seem a curiosity, and when the
acronym is spoken, " ITAP," it may be mistaken for a dance or rap
song. Even its full name, Intensive Trial Advocacy Program, conjures a medical procedure or a war tactic. Therefore, when New
York Law Journal writer Tom Adcock became an "embedded"
journalist for a couple of days during ITAP's 20th anniversary year,
he left shocked and awed. In Adcock's almost 1,500-word story
"At Cardozo, Winter Break Means Learning Trial Tactics" in the
January 16, 2004 issue of the NYU, he called the program "a
cross between boot camp and a master class." He even quoted
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Prof. Ellen Yaroshefsky, ITAP codirector, as encouraging a student
with, "Yeah-you go get her! Kill her!"
When asked about ITAP, Dean Rudenstine called it a "transformative experience" and according to Adcock said, "You take even
the shyest of our students ... and suddenly they're given license to
go for the jugular."
The student newspaper, Cardozo Insider, also reported on ITAP
using words that might be equated with combat. Its headline
read, "ITAP: Cardozo's 'Top Gun ."' The curious part is why, given
the arduous and scary drills, would about 150 students each year
"enlist" for this program rather than have two more weeks of
winter break? A draft has never been deemed necessary.
The story in the Insider may lend some clues. The reporters
Matt Maron and Natalie Rosenberg, both ITAP participants, wrote,
"Unlike many theory classes ... ITAP is hands-on training. Each
day, students honed their advocacy skills . ... Although the experience of going up in front of a room of people can be horrifying
CARDOZO

L IFE

at the beginning, the faculty and other team members are very

Scheck and Larry Vogelman founded it, ottered t he following

encouraging, making the atmosphere collegial."

advice to the students, "When you ask to approach the bench

Maron and Rosenberg ended, "For some of us, ITAP helped
us decide to become litigators. For others, the friendships we
formed in ITAP remain unmatched, but for most of us, the experience of ITAP was transformational."
Perhaps that's the real secret. Along with support, critique,

and your mind is blank- wel l, just take your time, walk slowly.
Only the judge will know."
Judge David Mason of the 22nd Judicial Circuit Court in St.
Louis, MO stated, according to Adcock, "Your tone lets the jury
know that you're in control. ... On redirect, it's always a good

and demonstrations of trial tactics from some of t he finest litiga-

thing to come forward without notes ... . " And so it goes. Day in,

tors and judges in the country, students work shoulder to shoul-

day out for two weeks until the students prepare and argue a

der with classmates as they learn trial pacing, witness examina-

bench and jury tria l.

tion tactics, body and voice control, and the finer points of voir

According to Professor Yaroshefsky, who also organized the

dire. Advice and examples are amply given. According to Adcock,

20th anniversary celebration, " This year ITAP was particularly

the dozens of lawyers and judges who convene at Cardozo

gratifying. We brought together ITAP alumni and cu rrent students

"impart hard-won wisdom, ranging from cagey courtroom tactics

along with our fabulous faculty. The energy was great, and to see

to the litigious discipline of thinking inside-out."

alumni who participated in different decades sharing war stories

Joel Blumenfeld, acting justice of the Queens Supreme Court,

was truly exhilarating."

who has participated in the program since 1984 when Barry

FALL 2 00 4
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FACULTb~efs
Rosenfeld
Recognized by
International
Com munity
Receives French Legion
of Honor and More

The academic year e nded
on an extremely high note
for Michel Rosenfeld when
he received word that on
June 4 French President
J acques Chirac signed a
decree awarding the
Cardozo professor the
Legion of Honor, the
French government's highest and most prestigious
award. It was bestowed in
recognition of Rosenfeld's
outstanding contribution as
a legal scholar and h is keen
interest in French law and
cultu re. Each yea r about 10
Am e ricans are recognized
as Kn ights of the Order of
the Legion of Honor, founded by Napoleon 1 in 1802.
Past recipients include
Ronald Reaga n, Coli n
Powell, Neil Armstrong,
Gregory Peck, Robert
De Niro, and Estee Lauder.
Awards to foreign academics are exceed ingly ra re.
When asked abou t the
award, Rosenfeld said, "I
was surprised and gratified
to hea r that I had received
this honor. To be recognized
in this way a nd be in the
16

company of such noted
America ns is a n extraordinary honor."
This awa rd capped a
year of triumph for
Rosenfeld. In January,
prior to stepping down as
president of the International Association of
Constitutional Law (IACL),
a position he had held for
five yea rs, he was honored
in Santiago, Chile, where he
received the key to the city
from the mayor and became an honorary citizen.
He was in the Latin American country to preside over
the Sixth World Congress of
TACL, making an address
before the Senate, attended
by government officials,
diplomats, and more than

M ichel Rosenfeld participated
in commemorative events on
two continents. In Spain, he
joined Juan Jose Lucas
Gimenez, second vice president, Spanish Senate (above},
at the 2 5th anniversary
celebration of the Spanish
constitution and in Santiago,
Chile, t he mayor presented
Professor Rose nfeld w ith the
key to the city.

C ARDOZO LIFE

500 Association patticipants
from 62 countries. He
spoke about the new cha!lenges facing constitutional
law in the 21st century as
countries deal with the
issues of terro rism and
global ization and those
cou ntries new to democracy let go of autocratic
regimes and systems. His
proficiency in several Ianguages was on display as he
responded to the Vice President of Chile and the head
of the Senate in Spanish,
read a letter from Giscard
d'Estaing and responded
a nd spoke on transnational
constitutions in French,

and gave his address in
English. During the Congress, Chilean President
Ricardo Lagos hosted
Rosenfeld at a luncheon at
the National Palace.
Immediately upon his
return to the United States,
Rose nfeld became president of the United States
Association of Constituhonal Law, an organization
he helped found and that is
a member of the International Association. The
USACL has among its 400
members federal and state
supre me court judges, law
professors, and select practitioners. Supreme Court

J ustices Breye1; Ginsb urg,
and Scalia are honorary
members. Rosenfeld sueceeds Prof. Norman Dorsen
of NYU. Among the activities Rosenfeld has planned
for 2005 is a debate to be
held in Washington, DC
between Justices Breyer
and Scalia on using foreign
jurisprudence in US constitutional decisions. Rosenfeld, a leading expert in
comparative conshtutionalism, believes that the US
Supreme Court should look
to international court
decisions when deciding
difficult cases.
Professor Rosenfeld also

serves as editor-in-chief of
the International Journal of
Constitutional Law, I• CON.
In tha t role, he was co-organizer and a panelist at
Altneuland: The Constitution of Europe in an American Perspective, sponsored
by NYU School of Law and
the Woodrow Wilson School
of Public and Interna tional
Affairs at Princeton
University.
Among his many other
international activities during the 2003-04 academic
yea1; he was one of th ree
foreign speakers at the
commemoration of the 25th
anniversary of the Spanish

Stack is Honored at 2004
Stanford/ Yale Forum
Cardozo was represented for the third year at the Stanford/Yale

Stanford and Yale

Junior Faculty Forum. Kevin M. Stack was chosen to attend for his

campuses, with the

paper "The Statutory President," which develops a framework

Stanford forums

for judicial review of the President's claims that his actions are

focusing on private

authorized by statute. Professor Stack argues that the President's

law and dispute

constitutional powers should not shape how courts evaluate the

resolution, and t he

President's claims of statutory authority; rather, that review should

Yale forums on

be guided by standard principles of administrative law.

public law and the

Founded in 1999, the forum invites junior law teachers from

humanities. This

across the country to submit unpublished papers for "blind evalu-

year the forum was

ation." Each year a few of these papers are selected by a jury

held at Yale, and

for presentation, discussion, and critique by senior scholars at the

the topics of 16

forum. Barton Beebe and Scott Shapiro had been previously

chosen papers

honored by the forum.

ranged from crimi-

This year, senior commentators included the current and former

nal and environ-

deans of Stanford and Yale Law Schools, who were active

mental law to juris-

throughout the two-day conference. Stack said, "The feedback

prudence and phi-

was constructive, helpful, and energizing. I was impressed w ith

losophy. The goals

the ambition of the presentations, and the senior faculty commen-

of the forum stated

tary was excellent." Prof. John F. Manning, then of Columbia,

by the founders in-

now of Harvard Law School, was Stack's commentator, offering

clude "helping young law school faculty develop their scholar-

suggestions on Stack's draft.

ship" and "building a general sense of community among senior
and junior faculty."

The forum, founded by two law professors-one from
Stanford, one from Yale-is held in alternating years on the

FAL L 2 00 4

Stack's paper w ill be published in the Iowa Law Review in 2005.
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Constitution held in November 2003 in Madrid. The
President of the Spanish
Senate chaired the panel
where Rosenfeld spoke on
"Fundamental Rights under
Stress in the Twenty-First
Century." He also spoke in
Paris at a symposium on
Equality and Justice:
American and Fre nch
Perspectives, organized by
the University of Pa ris X
and American University
Washington College of Law,
and lectured to graduate
students at the Unive rsity
of Paris I. Later he gave
faculty seminars at the
Universidad Autonorna de
Madrid Law School and
University College in
London, and taught courses
on Comparative Constitutional Equality at the
Central European University in Budapest and on the
Theory of Political Rights at
the European University
Institute in Florence.

Alex Stein Appointed
to Full-time Faculty;
12 Visit Cardozo
in 2004-05
Alex Stein , a frequent visitor
to Cardozo, was appointed
to the full-time fac ul ty as a
professor oflaw.
"l am ve ry happy and
excited to become a mernber of the Cardozo faculty,"
Professor Stein said. Prior
to taking th e new position,
he was the Sylvan M.
Cohen Professor of Law at
The Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, where he
earned LL. B. and LL.M.
degrees and was a member
of the University's faculty
for 13 years. He also holds
a Ph.D. from the University
of London.
"Alex is a prodigious
scholar of international
prominence," Dean David
Rudenstine said. "The
Cardozo community is

delighted a nd pleased that
he hasjoined the faculty."
Professor Stein first came
to Cardozo in 1995 and has
taught evide nce a nd torts
classes. Amo ng the schools
where he has worked as a
visiting professor are
Columbia, the University of
Toronto, and th e Unive rsity
of Mia mi. In discussing his
experience as a new fulltime faculty member,
Professor Stein sa id that
everyone has been welco rning. "I have many friends
here," he said. "The only
differe nce is that now I attend the faculty meetings."
He did note the physical
changes to Cardozo's building and said that he is very
impressed by the quality of
the student body. "I can't
tell the differe nce between
students at Columbia a nd
students at Cardozo."
Professor Stein has published widely in the United
States and abroad. His work

combines law with economics and moral ph ilosophy.
He brings to the classroom
the view that an economic
analysis of the law should
be part of an overall assessment of what justice
requires. Professor Stein
curre ntly teaches Evide nce,
Torts, and Medical Malpractice, and sa id that he
worked for months to cornpile the reading material for
the medical malpractice
class. While the re a re textbooks for practitioners,
there a re no recent books
on the subject for law
students, he said, noting
that assembling his own
casebook may be a future
project.
Currently, he is putting
the finishing touches on
Foundations of Evidence
Law, which wi11 be published in 2005 by Oxford
Unive rsity Press. Professo r
Stein rece ntly completed an
article about overenforce-

David Rudenstine was honored
by his alma mat er, New York
University Law School, with The
Legal Teaching Award. Bestowed
by NYU's Law A lumni Association,
the award honors scholarship and
extraordinary dedication to t he
education and training of law
students. Vice Dean Stephen Gillers
(left) introduced Dean Rudenstine
and presented him with the award.
They are pict ured here with NYU
Dean Richard Revesz.
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ment vvith Richard
Bierschbach , a visiting professor who was an associate
in the New York office of
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering.
Professor Bierschbach is
spending his second year at
Cardozo teaching Criminal
Law and Corporations.
Also returning are
Daan Braveman, who is
teaching Constitutional
Law, Civil Procedure, a nd
Federal Courts; and Uriel
Procaccia, from Israel,
teaching Economics of
Corporate Law.
In addition to Stein and
Procaccia, three other
visitors are from Israel.
For the fall semeste1; Arye
Edrei is teachi ng Law and
Morality, and Jewish Law
and the State of Israel. He
is a senior lecturer at Tel
Aviv University and holds
an LL.B., LL.M ., magna
cum laude, a nd Ph.D . from
71,e Hebrew Un iversity of
Jerusalem. Also from Thi
FA L L 200 4

Aviv University is Assaf
Lilrnovski, who is teaching
Modern Legal Thought.
He earned an LL.B. a nd
M.A. from Tul Aviv
Unive rsity, an S.J.D . from
Harvard Unive rsity, a nd
clerk.eel fo r Chief Justice
A11aron Barak of the Israeli
Supreme Court. An unusual
course, Law and Cinema,
was introduced this fall a nd
was taught by Amnon
Reichman, who is visiting
from the University of
Haifa. Like Prof. Likhovski,
he clerk.eel for Justice
Aharon Barak.
John McCormick, visiting from The University
of Chicago, is teachi ng
Constitutional Law II and
Theories of Constitutional
Democracy. He holds a
B.A. from Queens College,
a Ph.D. from The University of Chicago, and frequently writes on democratic theory and legal and
political philosophy.
Dani James, a visiting
research fellow, will teach
Crim inal Law in spring
2005. She graduated summa
cum laucle from Columbia
University and received a
J.D. from Yale Law School.
In spring 2005, visitors are
Robert i\ liller, who was a
John M. Olin, J r. Research
Fellow in Law at Columbia
University in 2003-04;
Andras Sajo of Central
European University;
Rich ard Michael Fischl of
the University of Miami ;
and Thane Rosenbaum of
Fordham University.
For more biograph ical
information on visitors,
please visit our Web site:
www.ca rclozo .yu.edu.
1

HONORS AND AWARDS

.

Lester Brickman testified
before the House Subcommittee on Commercial
and Administrative Law
at an oversight hearing on
the adm inistratio n oflarge
business bankruptcy reorgan izations, speaking on
whether competition for big
cases has cor ru ptecl the
bankruptcy system . He
published in the Pepperdine
Law Review a treatise-like
article on asbestos litigation, "On the Theory Class's
Theories of Asbestos
Litigation: The Disconnect
Between Scholarship and
Reality," which has been
widely circulated and been
the subject of considerable
media attention, including
a rticles in The National
Journal and the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch as well as
several major Web sites. He
was the featured speaker
on asbestos litigation at the
Center For Legal Policy of
the Manhattan Institute;
testified in May before the
Committee on Judiciary of
the Ohio Senate on a bill to
reform asbestos litigation;
and spoke on a CLE panel
Brickman

in San Fra ncisco about
ethical issues raised by
asbestos litigation.

Malvina Halberstam participated in the annual
meeting of the American
Law Institute in May and
was elected a life member.
Earlier in the semester, she
organized a new section on
national security law for
the AALS and was elected
the section's cochair. Her
article "Belgium's Universal
Jurisdiction Law: Vindication of International Justice
or Pursuit of Politics?" was
published in the Cardozo
Law Review. A paper on
"The U.S. Right to Use
Force in Response to the
Attacks on the Pentagon
and the World 'Trade
Center," which she presented in October 2001, will be
published in the Cardozo
Journal of International
Comparative Law and as a
chapter in Perspectives on
9111, published by Greenwood Publishing Group.
Barry Scheck and Peter
Neufeld were honored fo r
"the body of their work and
their fierce ded ication to
Halberstam
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Bleich

Carlson

Beebe

Crawford

the cause of criminal justice" by the National
Lawyers Guild, New York
City Chapter, at the chapte r's 67th a nniversary
din ner. Professor Scheck
also sat on a panel at The
Florida Coastal School of
Law Forensics Conference
with Sen . Arlen Specter
(R-Pa).

Stanford/ Yale Junior
Faculty Forum in June at
Yale (see story, p. 17). He
presented "Brown, Executive Orders, a nd the Limits
of Constitutional Law" at
the 2004 Law a nd Society
Association An nual Meeting in Chicago.

Century Agunah Proble m"
at the 13th Biennial Conference of the Jewish Law
Associatio n. He also spoke
on "The New York Get Law"
at the University of Ha ifa,
Israel; a nd on "Medical
Halakhah" at the Rabbinical
Center of Europe in
Vienna.

panelist at the 14th Conference on Computers,
Freedom, and Privacy in
Berkeley, CA, speaking on
"Who Are You? The Basics
of Jdentity, Au thentication,
and Privacy Today" and
presented "Copyright and
the Internet" to the New
York State Bar Association
Intellectua l Property Law
Section.

1\~10 months afte r Kevin

Barton Beebe's article
"The Semiotic Analysis of
1lademark Law" was published in the UCLA Law
Review. This summer, he
spoke on "Cultural Implications of Tuch nological
Change" at Central Eu ropean Unive rsity in Budapest. In spri ng 2004 he
spoke on "Property Degree
Zero" at the Law & Society
Association Conference in
Chicago a nd at Clevela ndMarshall College of Law
and Clevela nd State University . At The Copyright
Society of th e USA panel
held in New York, he spoke
on Mattel, Inc. v. Walking
Mountain Productions.

Stack's paper "The
Divergence of Constitutional and Statu tory Interpretation" was posted to the
Social Science Research
Network eLib rary (SSRN)
on March 21, 2004, it was
listed as one of the "All
T ime Hits," hav ing been
a mong the top 10 downloads in the legislation and
statutory interpretation category between January
1997 and May 2004. SSRN is
devoted to the rapid worldwide dissemination of
social science research and
is composed of a number of
specialized research networks, including the Legal
Scholarshi p Network.
Stack's paper "The Statutory
President" was selected fo r
presentation a t the
20

BOOKS' PAPERS [SPEECHES·

David Ble ich spoke th is
summer on "A 19th Century Solution to a 21st

David Carlson a nd Jeanne
Schroeder were in Holla nd
this summer for a confe rence on God and Psychoanalys is. They presented
"Does God Exist?: Hegel
and Things."
Susan Crawford's article
"Pro moting Innovatio n and
Economic Growth: The
Special Problem of Digital
Inte11ectual Property," cowritten with E11iot Maxwe11,
was published by the
Council o n Economic
Developme nt. She presented "People, Bits and Atoms
to Law" at The Brain Confe rence in California and
spoke o n "The Accountable
Net" at the Aspe n Insti tute
in Washington, DC, the
Berkman Center, and the
Harvard/ Yale Cyberscholar
Working Group. She was a

E. Nathaniel Gates was a
panelist at the Annual
Meeting of the Law School
Ad mission Council in Ft.
Lauderdale, s peaking on
"Does Hybtidity Trump
'Races'?"
Marci Hamilton delivered
the keynote add ress,
"Balancing Ind ividual Liberty and National Security,"
a nd sat on a panel at this
summe r's Na tional Conference of Appellate Court
Clerks in Alaska. She spoke
on The First Amendment
and federalism at the
American Constitution
Society Supreme Court
Roundup held at the
National Press Club. In
spring 2004, she spoke on
"The Supre me Court's Torm"
C A RDOZO L I FE

at the Federal Judicial
Center Program for Judges
in the Second and Third
Circuit Courts, and discussed "Religious Institutions, the No-Harm Rule,
and th e Public Good" at
Brigham Young University.
She also spoke on "Religion
in the Schools" at a P1inceton University conference
on The Supreme Court and
Ame rican Politics.

School's 12th Annual Intellectual Property Law and
Policy Conference, o n "Fair
Use and Access Rights" at
the Information Ecosystems Conference at
Michigan State University,
on "Are Intellectua l Property Rights Unde r Attack?"
at the Federalist Society in
New York, "The US System
for Collective and Certification Ma rks for Geogra phical Indications Protection" at the AIPPI Japan
International IP Symposium in Tokyo. He also
moderated a panel of federal district court judges at
the New York State Bar's
Intellectual Property
Section conference on £Litiga tion and Forensic
Discovery.

Justification" in Ohio State
Journal of Criminal Law;
"On Aristotelian Criminal
La w: A Reply to Duff'' in
Noh'e Dame Journal of Law,
Ethics & Public Policy. He
presented "Is Strict Liability
Rape Defensible?" at the
Louisiana State University
Law Center conference on
The Theory of th e Criminal
Law's Special Part.
Lela Love presen ted a
workshop and moderated
a panel at the ABA Section
of Dispute Resolution's
Annual Conference in New
York. She spoke on "Justice
in Mediation" at the YaleQuinnipiac Dispute
Resolution Workshop and
was a panelist for the ADR
Comm ittee Program at
the NYS Bar Association
Annual Meeting.

Trauma." She spoke on
"Envy, Jealousy, and
Insider 'Trading: The Case
of Martha Stewart" at both
Boston University School of
Law and Brooklyn Law
School.
Paul Shupack coauthored
Simon's Guide to Cooperative
Organizations under Revised
Article 9. He spoke in April
at the Association of the
Bar of the City of New
York's program "New York's
non-Uniform Uniform
Commercial Code."

Ju stin Hughes visited
Laos and participated in a
series of d iscussions at the
United States Embassy in
Vientia ne. In separate sess ions he spoke to officials,
artisans, students, and the
general public on protecting intellectual property,
legislation and how to draft
it, and the importance of
intellectual property protection for the Laotian economy. He and Ba1ion Beebe
represe nted Cardozo at the
4th Ann ual BerkeleyCardozo-DePaul IP Scholars
Conference in August, presenting works in progress.
Hughes also spoke on
"Peer-to-Peer and Other
Internet Copyright Litigation" at Fordham Law

Kyron Huigens has four
publications forthco ming:
"Is Strict Liability Rape
Defensible?" in The Theory
of the Criminal Law's Special
Pm-t, edited by R.A. Duff
a nd Stuart P Green and
published by Oxford
University Press; "Fletcher's
Rethinking: A Memoir" in
University of 'TUisa Law
Review; "Duress Is Not a

Jeanne Schroeder's book
The 1humph of Venus: The
Erotics of the Market was
published by the Univers ity
of California Press. In
Brisbane, Australia, she was
the keynote speaker at the
Griffith University Faculty
of La w Seminar on "Right is
th e Symptom of Law's

In June, Martin Stone
presented "Meaning and
Interpretation" at the
Central European University, Budapest and in March
presented "Stanley Fish o n
Interpretation" at a Cardozo
faculty workshop. He presented "Interpretation in

Schroeder

Gates

Hamilton

Shupack

FALL 2004

Alex Stein's article recommending appointment of
plaintiff attorneys in class
actions through special
auctions, "Auction ing for
Loyalty: Selection a nd Monitoring of Class Cou nsel,"
was published in Yale Law
and Policy Review..
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Stone

Stone

Verkuil

Weisberg

Law and Literature" at the
4th Annual Meeting of
Italian and Am erica n Philosophy in Rome. "On the
Old Saw, 'Eve ry reading of a
text is an inte rpretation':
som e comments" was published in John Gibson a nd
Wolfga ng Heumer's The
L iterary Wittgenstein, published by Routledge Press.
"Theory, Practice and the
Ubiquity of Interpretation"
was publish ed in Postmodemism a nd Sophist1y:
Stanley Fish and The Critical
Enterprise, edited by Gary
Olson a nd published by
SUNY Press.

ined reactions to the film
among Jews, Christians,
and academics. Professor
Stone also presented
"Folktales of Juris-diction"
at Yale Law School and
"Just War: A Com parative
View" at Fordham Law
School. She spoke on
"Religion, State, and Jewish
Divorce" at the JCC Series
on Am erican and Jewish
Law. He r article "Truth and
Illusion" was published in
The Jewish Quarterly
Review; "A Jewish Perspective on Hu man Rights" was
published in Society;
"Orthodoxy and the Public
Square of Ideas" was published in 1)-adition; and
"Gender and Justice in
Rabbinic Thought" was published in Women and Gender
in Jewish Philosophy.

Adm inistrative Law. He
taugh t Federal Basics.

"Ethics for the Entertainment Lawyer" at the
Association of the Ba r of
the City of New York, and
on "Ethics in Litigation" at
the New York County
Lawyers Association.

Suzanne Stone is spending
the 2004- 05 year visiting
Harvard Law School as the
Joseph and Caroline
Zelaznik Gruss Professor of
Jewish Law. She is teaching
Civil Procedure as well as
Authority in J ewish Law,
and Je wish Law a nd the
Superna tu ral. In spring
2004, sh e curated a public
fo rum at the Center for
Jewish History, addressing
"Religion, Responsibilities,
a nd Relations: Responses to
Mel Gibson's Film, The
Passion." Speakers exam22

Pete r Tillers lectured in
China at Siclman University
School of Law on "Picturing
Factual Proof in Legal Proceedings" and then spent
the summer teaching Evidence at Seattle University.

Paul Vcrkuil was among
the faculty at the CityBar
Center CLE Program on

Richard Weisberg is contributing to Torture in the
Age of 'Terrorism, to be published by Oxford University
Press. He ta ught a m inisem ina r this summer on
"Law and Literature:
Towards a Hermeneutics of
Earthly Justice" at The
School of Criticism and
Theory at Cornell University. The program is for faculty members and graduate
students in literature, the
arts, the humanities, and
related social sciences to
explore recent developments in literary and
humanistic studies. In the
spring, he spoke at the
University of Paris on
"Codification in Law and
Literature."
Ellen Yaroshefsky 's paper
"Wrongful Convictions: It is
Time to Toke Prosecution
Discipline Seriously" will be
published in the UDC Law
Review. She spoke this
spring on "Ethics for the
Immigration Lawyer" at the
City Bar Center for Continuing Legal Education, on

k-i·il11~1iEii'iEiil·l;Ei
Eric Freedman, visiting
scholar, gave the Williams
Falls Lecture on "Vichy
France and the Holocaust:
The Spoliation and Restitution Dimension" at the
University of Maryland.
-._ ~

SAVE THE DATE

THE NURE M BERG TRI ALS:
A RE A PPRAISAL & T HEIR LEG A CY

March 28-29, 2005

Marking the 60th anniversary of the trials, the conference will feature former
Nuremberg prosecutors
Ben Ferencz and Whitney
Harris; former Chief Judge
of the International Crimina11hbunal for the former
Yugoslavia Patricia Wald;
former Chief Prosecutor
for the Sierra Leone Special
Court David Crane; and
prominent acacemics
Michael Marrus and
William Schabas.
E-m ail: sprosenb@yu.edu
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~ ~a!h¥ Green
Kathy Greenberg graduated from Cardozo in 1982 and was
elected chair of the Law School's Board in the spring of 2004,
becoming the first Cardozo graduate and the first woman to take
on the job. A couple of months after the election, Cardozo Life
editor Susan Davis sat down with Ms. Greenberg to find out
what goals she was setting for herself and her alma mate1:

I

I mn1

one of my major goals is to get the
more involved with the Law School.
I rea lly believe that's where the future of the School lies.

Are you from New York originally?
GREENBERG: No. I'm from Min neso ta. I went to graduate
school in Los Angeles. The n I moved to New York and
worked o n Wall Street for a hedge fund. Eleven yea rs
aher I graduated from college, I we nt to law school.
DAV IS:

vVhy did you decide to go to law school?
I came from a fa mily of lawyers. My dad was
the chief enforcement attorney for petroleum rationing
at the Office of Price Ad ministration in Washington during World War II.

DAVIS:

GREENBERG:

Can you tell us about your time in law school?
I've always thought that Cardozo was the intellectual jewel in th is city, that it offered the n and now
a ve ry dema nding edu cation. But la w school was for me
more than j ust an in tellectual challenge. It was going
back to school as an older student, a nd a woman. When
I graduated from college in 1968, I think law schools had
a round 6 percent wome n, and by 1979 whe n I started at
Cardozo, 31 percent were women, although Cardozo's
student body was about 50 percent.
After law school I took a job at Shea & Gould, and while
I was there I went to NYU for the tax LL.M. program, and
fra nkly NYU was not nea rly as dem anding as Cardozo.
DAVIS:

Was Bet Tzedek critical in your decision to start
New York Legal Assistance Group?
GREENBERG: I realized while working at Bet Tzedek tha t
the students were actually able to go out and make home
visits to their clients. However, the amount they could
acco mplish was limited by the academic year. The need
was so overwhelming. I wa nted to start a privately funded pro bono law firm, which would be restricted as to the
clients we could serve only by mal practice insurance. By
not receiving governme nt funding, it could offer services like making home visits and take a broader range
of clients who did not qualify for legal aid due to income
restrictions.

DAVIS:

GREENBERG :

You then returned to Cardozo?
GREENBERG : I grad uated in 1982 and I came back in '88 to
work at the Bet Tzedek Clinic with Toby Golick for about
two yea rs.

DAVIS:

Had you participated in Bet Tzedek as a studen t?
No. Wh e n I was a studen t, th e only clin ic at
Cardozo was the Cri minal Law Clinic with Barry Sch eck.
DAVI S:

GREENBERG :

D AV I S: What kind of cases we re you working on at Bet
Tzedek when you returned?
GRE ENBERG : I was a trust a nd estates lawye r a t Sh ea &
Gould , so I worked on wills and taugh t stude nts how to
draft them.
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When did you found NYLAG?
Well, I started thi nki ng abou t it in 1988, but it
took a long time to raise the money. It was extre mely
important to me that I do this on my own, and I did. I
went to the United Jewish Appeal and they gave m e
$25,000 as seed money. Then I needed someone to run
it. So in late '89 I asked Yisroel Schulma n, who was working at Bet Tzedek, ifhe would consider becoming executive director. He was a very young la,vyer. I think he'd
been out oflaw sch ool for a year, and h e jumped at th e
chance. [Editor's note: Yisroel Schulman graduated from
Cardozo in 1987.]
Today, there are 28 full-time paid attorneys and more
tha n 200 volunteer la wye rs, law stude nts, and others. It's
fl ourish ing. At the beginning, people asked, "How will
you get clients?" An d I answered, "If you don't charge,
it's amazing, they find you!"
We had our firs t office o n 42nd Street in the Lincoln
Build ing because there was a law library in the base ment
a nd we didn't have any books. It was the early '90s, when
a lot of law firms were goi ng out of business as a resul t
of a recession. Periodically, we would get a call from the
Li ncoln Building ma nage ment telling us to go to one
office or a nother a nd help ourselves to the furn iture.
That's how we fu rn ished o ur office. It worked out really
well . In 1995 we moved into the UJA Federatio n building
DAVIS:

GREENBERG:
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at 130 E. 59th Street, and this yea r we moved to 450 W.
33rd Street.
Are your clients primarily the elderly?
I started the organization for the elderly and
disabled. Since we were able to have a broader range of
clie nts, we were able to serve anyone entitled to a benefit: Medicaid, Medicare, home care, Social Security Insurance. We started bringing some class actions in certain
areas. Then, I can't remember which year it was, the
government cut funding to any legal aid or legal services
organization that brought class actions. That's when
class action lawsuits became the centerpiece of the
organization.
DAVIS:

GREENBERG:

Is that how the organization supports itself?
GREENBERG: No, NYLAG is all privately funded by fo undations, law firms, and individuals.
DAVIS:

Are you still involved with the organization?
GREENBERG: l now serve as honorary chairman, having
been board chai r.
I felt that it was really important to move on and have
other people run the organization. I didn't want it to be
so inextricably wound up with me, and I wanted to be
sure it had a life of its own. Now it has a superb board
and chairman, and it's doing extremely well. It has
grown to encompass many areas including family law
and the issue of do mestic violence, immigration, legal
health , and others.
DAVIS:

You've got to be very proud.
I'm very, very happy with my decision to
start NYLAG.
DAVIS :

GREEN BER G:

Do you wo rk at all anymore as an attorney?
No. I've take n on a full-time job now as chair
of the Cardozo Board.
DAVIS:

GREENBERG:

How did you become reinvolved with Cardozo?
In this last particular go-around, it was after
David Ruclenstine became clean. He was my Con La w
professor. I have the highest regard for h im. Cardozo has
had really superb cleans all along, but I loved that David
l1acl been at the School almost from the beginning and
really understood the whole culture and had a great rapport with the students.
DAVIS:

G REENBERG:

You're the fi rst chair who's been a graduate of
Cardozo. Do you think that provides you with a differe nt
ki nd of vision or different stre ngths?
GREE NBERG: I don't know if it's a strength, but one of my
major goals is to get the alumni more involved with the
DAV IS:
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Law School. I really believe that's whe re the fu tu re of the
School lies. We h ave more than 8,000 al umni, and ma ny ,
especia lly from the earlier yea rs, got lost along the way.
We h ave a lot of ve ry distinguish ed al um s, many of
wh om wo uld probably li ke to know abou t th e School and
how well it's doing.
Do you have so me ideas about how you're going
to d o th at?
GREENBERG : Well , I rece ntly had a cocktail party a nd
about 15 al umni ca m e. So l qu ickly calculated a nd realized that a t tha t rate l h ave to h a ve another 533 to bring
everyone together' Bu t it's exciti ng to fi nd ou t wh e re
people are in th e ir l ives, wh a t they're do ing, and how

raised abou t $40,000, which is extremely admirable.
Howeve1~ I think NYU makes about $300,000 at th eir
auction, so I'd like to make tha t our goal.
Are there oth er specific goals you set for yourself?
Just to work w ith the Board and develop a
greate r culture of giving.
DAVIS :

GREENBERG:

DAVIS :

I

I've always thought that Cardozo was the intellectual
in th is city,
that it offered then and now
a very demanding education.

successful they are. Most people who go to professional
school or to a college a re in terested in doing well. If we
re-engage our graduates, I think it will be really good fo r
the School and for th e m, too.
l know that afte r you we re elected ch air you went
th rough a process to educate yourself b y meeting fac ulty, admi n istra tors, students, a nd oth ers to learn what
was go ing on. Were th ere any surprises along the way o r
things about th e School that you learned th at we re part ic ularly imp ressive?
GREENBERG: I don't think th e alu mni community k nows
j ust how well th e School is doing in terms of the quality
of students-their LSAT sco res and acade mic record s,
and th e sch ools that we're competing v.rith today. l would
say that we probably have one of the finest ad missio ns
deans in the country. l met with stude nts who said they
just couldn't get over that Rob Schwartz called th em personally to let th em know whe n they we re admitted and
stayed in volved with them over th e ir time a t Cardozo.
I'm very e n th used about the new career services dea n ,
Arthur Fa ma, because I really th ink th a t he's co mmitt ed
to going to as many law firms as possible to get more stude nts in to the fi rms th at interest them. Th is yea r, I fou n d
ou t very late ab out the stude n t a uctio n for public inte rest stipe nds, which is very dear to my h ea rt. I hope that
this yea r l can work with the stude n t organizers a nd
have th e Boa rd work with them. Last year, the stud e nts
DAVIS:
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It seems to me th at you've come to your new j ob
a t a rather auspicious time. We h ave a n ew dean who's
got lots of energy, and th e re also is a new president a t
Yeshiva University who seem s eager to forge a new relationship with the Law Sch ool. Recen tly h e set forth a
ch allenge to our alumni, offering a dollar-fo r-dolla r ch a]-

DAVIS:

lenge up to $ 1 million . Can you talk a little about th is
challenge a nd th e impo rtance of the annual fund?
GREENBERG: I think th at a lot of our al umn i feel that
Yeshiva had too much of a fina ncial stra ngle h old on the
Law Sch ool. The fact tha t Richard Joel was o nce a dea n
a t Ca rdozo makes him very committed to th e Law
Sch ool, as see n in his offering this challenge. O ne o f
my goals is to h ave the alums meet that goal. As David
has said, if 1,000 people each gave $1,000, we would
m eet it, alth ough an y size gift is really welcom e. I
believe that if you make a financial contribution to a n
orga niza tion , you h ave more of a co mmitmen t to it, and
where better to contribute than th e Law School from
whe re you graduated?
Projecti ng into th e future, let's say five yea rs, what
would you like to h ave accomplish ed as chair?
GREENBERG: I'd like to see David really satisfied with wha t
we've done, because h e deserves it. H e's put his heart
and soul into Ca rdozo. He's really a scholar who decided
to take this ch alle n ge on for a school h e loves. H e h as
many goals. In terms o f the facility, we've done so m e
remarkable wo rk in the lobby, in the m oot court room,
a nd in the library, b u t there's a lot left to do. He wa nts to
b ring in more fac ulty, start n ew progra ms, a nd inc rease
scholarships. There are m any challenges a nd I wa nt to
h elp hi m accomplish his goals. •

DAVIS :
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informed, and courageous
insures national security

In 1971 in the Pentagon Papers, and in 1979 in The Progressive,
the government tried to prevent the press from publishing mateA nt hony Lewis

rial that officials asserted would threaten national security. Since
the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the government h as

Anthony Lewis, who for
years was a columnist for

not directly engaged the press. It has not sought to enjoin a news-

The New York Times,

paper or broadcast station from disclosing something. It has

was the keynote speaker at
the F1oersheimer Center

invoked national security, rather, to deprive individuals of fun-

conference Weapons of

damental rights. In the name of fighting terrorism, it has abn1pt-

Mass Destruction, National
Secw'ity, and a Free Press,
held March 2, 2004. This is
a slightly edited version
of the remarks Mr. Lewis
delivered that day.

ly overridden guarantees in the Constitution and inten1ational
law. Ideas that we had regarded as alien to American beliefs detention without trial, denial of the right to counsel, years of
interrogation in isolation-are now American practice.

A FREE , INFORMED, AND CO U RAG EOU S PRE SS

Le t me tell you, or remind you, of one far-reaching
claim of national security authority by the Bush administration. It cla ims the power to designate any American
citize n as a supporter of te rrorism, an d then to hold that
citizen in detention, indefinitely, in solitary confinement, without trial and without the right to consult
counsel. And the imprisoned pe rson, according to the
administration's legal argument, is to have virtually no
chance to challenge his designation as a te rrorist.
Two American citizens have been imprisoned in that
way for more than 20 months now. I shall briefly describe one. Jose Padilla was born in Brooklyn, became a
ga ng member, served several prison terms, and in prison
conve rted to Islam. In May 2002 he flew into O'Hare
Airport in Chicago from abroad. Federal agents arrested
him as a mate rial witness before a grand j ury in New

habeas corpus. The evide nce produced by the Bush administration was a statement by a Pentagon official, not
subject to cross-exa mination and without any firstha nd
witnesses. The judge fo und that that was enough to justify Padilla's detention. But h e did say that Donna Newman should have a right to talk with Padilla, fo r the limited purpose of getting fro m him any facts inconsistent
with his designation as a terrorist. The gove rnme nt reacted to that with outrage, saying that any visit to Padilla
by a lawye r migh t damage h is inte rrogation by destroying the necessary "atmosphe re of de pendency and trust
between the subject a nd interrogator."
On appeal a panel of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit held that Preside nt Bush has
no authority to hold Padilla in detention. The vote was
two to one, and even the dissenter thought Padilla

Coverage of the ad111inistration's record
on civil liberties sin ce 9/ 11
has in 111y judgm ent been sadly inadequate.

York investigating the attack on the World Trade Center.
He was taken to New York and brough t b efore a federal
judge, who appointed a lawye r, Donna Newma n, to represe nt him. A hearing was set for June 11. But on June
10, Atto rney Ge neral Ashcroft an nounced that Padilla
would be held without trial as a n e nemy combatant. "We
have captured a known te rrorist," Ashcroft said on television. "While in Afghanistan and Pakistan, he trai ned
with the e nemy .... In apprehending h im, we have disrupted a n unfolding te rroris t plot to attack the United
States by exploding a radioactive 'dirty bomb.' " That
sounded frightening, b ut of course there had not b eenand still has not been-any legal process to determine
the truth of Ashcroft's colorful pronounceme nt of
Padilla's guil t.
The Bush administration's lawyers at first said that
Padilla should have no righ t to challenge his imprisonme nt in court at all. Then it said he could have a habeas
corpus proceeding- the traditional way to test the legality of imprisonmen t. But it argued that the gove rnme nt
had to show only "some evidence," not prove its case by
preponderance of evidence or, as in a criminal case,
beyond a reasonable doubt.
Donna Newman, Padilla's lawye r, filed a petition for
28

should have an unrestricted right to counsel. Tl1e
Supreme Court has agreed to review that decision.
Tomorrow, Donna Ne wma n and her co-counsel,
Andrew Patek, are going to visit J ose Padilla at the Navy
brig where he is held, in South Caroli na. They do not
expect to learn a lot-or even ask very much , for the Defense Departmen t has orde red that a department official
be present at th e visit, a nd that the conve rsation be
videotaped. Under those circumstances cou nsel ca nnot
of course have a ca ndid discussion of facts or strategy.
T he Defense Department still main tains that it can
deny the right to counsel to a citizen h eld, like Padilla, as
a n "ene my combatant. " It announced, a few weeks ago,
that the lawyers would be allowed as an act of grace to
see Padilla, with "appropriate security restrictions." Donna
EDITO R'S N OTE: In June, the Supreme Court found that Yaser
E. Hamdi, an American citizen captured in Afghanistan
a nd held for more than two y ears as an enemy combatant,
and others like him had to be given the chance to challenge
their detention. The court wrote, ·A stcite of war is not a
blank check for the president.· A thorough discussion of the
Supreme Court decisions regarding enemy combata nts is in
the article by Dean Rudenstine on page 32.
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Newman sent copies of
-knows that h is gover ntheir briefs to the Navy
me nt claims a righ t to put
b rig to be give n to Padilla;
h im or her in detention
they we re censored b efore
forever on its ow n say-so.
being passed on. One
T hink about those
more th ing: Tho hours
enemy combatant cases
after announci ng that the
in comparison with The
lawy ers would be permitProgressive case. Which
ted to see Padilla under
constitutes a worse th reat
restrictive conditions, the
to the constitutional freegovernment f'iled a brief in
doms of Amer ican s? It
the Su pre me Court arguseems to me obvious that
ing that the issue of the
our r igh ts are far more
right to counsel in the case
menaced by the proposiwas now moot.
tion that the government
T he theme of this concan put any ofus in prison
ference has been national
without trial or access to
security and a free press.
counsel.
You may be wonde ring
James R. Schlesing er, former US Secretary of Defense and
In the Pentagon Pa pers
what the free press has to
US Secretary of Energy with Anthony Lewis at
case, Justice Potter Stewdo with the Pad illa case Weapons of Mass Destruction, National Security, and a Free Press.
a rt, in his separate opinand other repressive acion, addressed the role of
tions by the Bush administration. My answer is that the
the press on issues related to the national security. On
press has had little to do and, more to the point, little to
those matters, he said the usual legislative and j udicial
say about them. Coverage of the administration's record
checks on executive power scarcely operate; Congress
on civil liberties since 9/ 11 has in m y judgment been
and the courts tend to defer to the President. So, he
sadly inadequate. I first heard about the Ad ministration's
wrote, "the only effective restraint upon executive policy
claim that it could indefinitely deta in American citizens
and power ... may lie in an e nlightened citizenry- in an
simply by calling them enemy combatants when it held
informed and critical public opinion which alone can
tl1e other detainee, Yaser Esam Ha mdi. I saw it in a story
protect the values of democratic governme nt. for this
a few paragraphs long in The New York Times. r was
reason, it is perhaps here that a press that is alert, aware,
bewildered. Why was n't that claim important news?
a nd free most vitally serves the basic purpose of the First
The fate of Hamdi and Padilla has rarely made it to
Amendment. For without an informed and free press,
page one since then. When the Supreme Court agreed to
there cannot be an enlightened citizenry."
hear, first, the Hamdi case, it was quite rightly a page one
The Bush administra tion is often accused of unilaterstory . But over the more than two years since the Bush
alism in fo re ign affairs. But the unilateralism is just as
administration first made its audacious claim, it has had
striking at home in the enemy combatant cases. The adlittle prominence in the print or broadcast press. I doubt
ministration asserts, on its own, a legal right to detain citthat one Ame rican in a thousand k nows about the cases
izens without trial. Then it claims the right to define not

If the press had been more critical, more independent,
the public would not have b een led so easily
from al Qaeda to Iraq as the enemy
such that 44 percent of respondents in a poll thought
there were Iraqis among the airplane terrorists on September 11.
FA LL 2 00 4
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Anthony Lewis delivered the keynote address at a conference
commemorating the 25th ann iversary
of The Progressive magazine case.

only the law but also the facts,
because it a1lows the detained
person no effective opportunity
to cha11enge h is designation as a
terrorist.
It is not only in the enemy
combatant cases that the press
seems to me to have failed to
perform the function described
by Justice Stewart. Another example is the sweep of
aliens ordered by Attorney Gene ral Ashcroft after 9/ 11.
Thousands were arrested on suspicion of having something to do with terrorism. They we re held for weeks or
months, their names and places of detention kept secret,
then mostly charged with such immigration violations as
overstaying a visa and deported after secret hearings. In
prison, while they we re being detained without charge,
they were humiliated and assaulted. At the Metropolitan
Detention Cente r in Brooklyn, they were allowed one
telephone ca11 a week to try to find a lawyer. Guards
informed them of that by asking, "Are you okay?" That
was supposedly shorthand for, "Do you want to call a
lawyer?"
We fou nd a11 that out when the Justice Department's
Inspector General, Glenn A. Fine, investigated and filed
a report. He told about the abuse of the prisoners. He
said they had been arrested more or less at random, with
no probable cause to think they had a connection with
terrorism. The whole process of arrests and confinement
had re1ative1y 1ittle coverage in the press-until the In-

specter Ge neral's report. Then there were serious reports. The New York Times legal writet; Adam Liptak,
wrote in an analytical piece that the treatme nt of the
aliens "inverted the foundation principles of the American legal system."
The secrecy that pervaded the alie n sweep-even
families were not told where the ir missing husbands
were- is the sort of thing that usua1ly arouses the press.
But with some honorable exceptions, the detentions
were not treated as a major story. Again, I wonder why?
One reason for the relatively tepid response to the incursions on civil liberties since 9/ 11, I think, is that they
have on the whole been directed at margi nal figures.
Editors are not going to see a Jose Padi11a as a person
with whom readers or viewers can readily identify. But
the principle that the Bush ad ministration seeks to establish in his case- that a President can jail any American
indefinitely without a trial- is what matters.
Another reason may be that the interests of the press
itself have not been directly attacked. A case like Pe ntagon Pape rs, in which the press's freedom is at issue,

The secrecy that pervaded the alien sweep even families were not told where their 111issing husbands were is the sort of thing that usually arouses the press.
But with some honorable exceptions, the detentions
were not treated as a major story. Again, I wonder why?
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always gets more attention from editors. Justice Willia m
J. Brennan, Jr., who was one of the press's great friends,
o nce noted its hab it of cry ing "doom" or "fascis m" wh enever it lost eve n a minor case in the courts.
Finally, I think the press, lile politicians and the rest
of us, we re so traumatized by 9/ 11 that we felt it right to
u ni te behi nd the President. That urge was so strong that
we hardly reacted when Attorney General Ashcroft told
us that dissent-concern about civil liberties-was unpatr iotic.
It was not an offhand sta tement by Ashcroft. In h is
prepared testimo ny for a Senate Judiciary Commi ttee
hearing three months after 9/ 11 , h e sa id: "To those who
scare peace-loving people with phantoms of lost liberty,
my m essage is this: Your tactics only a id te rrorists, for
they erode our national unity and diminish our resolve.

the existence of weapo ns of mass destruction in Iraq. If
the press had been more cri tical, more independent, the
public would not have bee n led so easily from al Qaeda
to Iraq as the enemy such that 44 percent of res pondents
in a poll though t there were Iraqis among the airplane
terrorists on September 11. I think The New York Times
would have reported more fully what political opposition
there was to the rush to wa r on Iraq, including a masterful speech by Senator Robert Byrd that it ignored. I think
The Washington Post would no t have reported an an tiwar
protest with a snide a rticle calling the demonstrators
"dudes" and "patchouli gi rls."
I earlier quoted Justice Potter Stewart on how we
need an informed and free press to check the great
power of the President wh en he invokes national security. To those two adj ectives, I think we have to add a third:

Ideas that we had regarded as alien to An1erican beliefs detention without trial, denial of the right to counsel,
years of interrogation in isolation are now Am erican practice.
They give ammunitio n to America's enemies." I know of
no other attorney ge neral in my lifetime who has
expressed such contempt for First Amendme nt values.
The impulse to get on the na tional security team in
the face of a te rrorist th reat had a particularly egregious
example about a month after 9/ 11, when five major television networks b roadcast a taped message from Osama
bin Lade n. Preside nt Bush 's national securi ty adviser;
Condoleezza Rice, got top executives of the networks on
a conference telephone call and urged them to cut "inflammatory la nguage" from any fu ture bin Laden tapes.
She also wa rned that h is talks might include coded instru ctio ns to terrorists-a singularly unpersuas ive
notion , s ince the o rigi nal ta pes had already been broadcast by Al Jazee ra, the Arabic-la nguage statio n. Th e network executives agreed among themselves to b roadcast
o nly short segments of futu re tapes. Wal ter Isaacson of
CNN sa id , "We're not going to step on the landmines
Dr. Ri ce was talking about." A mo re cand id ex pla na tion
wo uld have bee n, "We don't want to look unpatriotic."
The re was a similar press te ndency to take its lead
from the Whi te House, I think, in the ru n-up to the Iraq
wa r. Dilige nt digging wou ld have fou nd the doubts that
we now know existed in the in tellige nce age ncies about
FALL 2004

courageous. Whe n we look back at the Pentago n Papers
episode, it is the courage of The New York Times a nd then
other newspa pers that sta nds out. I have been critical of
the profession I love; so it is only right that I now quote
a ringing state ment in praise of that courage. It is from
the concurring opinion of Justice Hugo L. Black in the
Pentagon Papers case.
"Paramount a m ong the responsibilities of a free
press," Justice Black wrote, "is the duty to preve nt any
part of the governmen t from deceiving the people and
sending them off to fo reign la nds to d ie of fore ig n fevers
and foreign shot and shell. In my view, fa r from deserving conde mnation fo r the ir courageous reporting, The
New York Times, The Washington Post, and other newspape rs should be commended for serving the p urpose that
the Found ing Fathe rs saw so clearly. In revealing the
workings of government that led to the Vietnam War; the
newspapers nobly did that which the Founders hoped
and trusted they would do. "
TI1e du ty is not only to report with courage what
underlies gove rnme nt decisions to send Americans off
to die of foreign shot and shell, but governme nt actions
me nacing the cons ti tu tional protections that have kept
us free. •
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TH E GUANTANAMO DETAINEE CASE

n June 28, 2004, the Supreme Court
decided a narrow, legalistic, tedious
question, but in so doing completely
upended President Bush's plan for
imprisoning alleged e nemy combatants and terro rists, checked the President's drive for unprecedented power, reaffirmed the
importance of se paration of powers, and put the court on
a course to have a significant voice in future cases involving national security.
The case arose from petitions for writs of habeas corpus filed by David Hicks a nd Mamdouh Habib, two
Australian citize ns, and Fawzi KJ1alid Abdullah Fahad Al
Odah and 11 other Kuwaiti citize ns, who were captured
in Afghanistan in early 2002, during hostilities between
the United States and the Taliban . Some time later, they,
along wi th about 640 other non-Americans-all captured
abroad-were imprisoned at the Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay, 45 square miles of land a nd water along the
southeast coast of Cuba, which the United States occupies pursuant to a 1903 Lease Agreement executed with
the Republ ic of Cuba followi ng the Spanish-American
Wa r. The habeas petitio ns claimed that the detainees
faced inde finite imprisonment without an opportunity
to prove their innocence, asserted that they were not
comba tants against the United States and had not engaged in any terrorist acts, requested to be informed of
the charges against them and to be allowed to meet w ith
their fam ilies and counsel, a nd asked to be given access
to the courts or some other impartial tribunal so they
could prove the ir innoce nce.
The narrow legal question presented in Rasul v. Bush
was this: Does the federal habeas statute grant the federal courts j urisdiction to review the detention of alie ns
in Guan tanamo? The government offered three arguments. The federal courts lacked jurisdiction because
the President has power as the commander in chief to

detain indefinitely those captured in Afghanistan.
Congress had specifically au thorized the indefinite
imprisonment of these individuals and it has withheld
fro m the federal courts jur isdiction over habeas petitions
filed by individuals imprisoned at Gua nta namo. The
detainees, who pressed the federal courts to exercise
j urisdiction, responded in kind: As commander in chief,
the President lacks the power to detain indefinitely the
Gua ntanamo 640; Congress had not given the executive
the power to detain th ese individuals indefinitely; and
the statute defining habeas jurisdiction did authorize the
federal court to review the habeas pe titions filed by the
detainees.
By a vote of six to three, the court ruled in favor of the
detainees. In reaching tha t result, the court said nothing
about what should happen next. It left until anothe r time
and anothe r case which process should be followed to
determine whether the government could continue to
imprison the 640 detainees. As the cou rt stated, "[Wlhether and what furthe r proceedings may become necessary after respondents make thei r response to th e merits of petitioners' claims are matters that we need not
address now."
On its face, the court's opinion in Rasul was no tru mpet ofliberty, no ringing e ndorsement of the importance
of due process, no memorable restatement of the significant li nkage between having a vital democracy and a
strong separation of powers doctrine. There are no lofty
phrases and no uplifting sentences. Instead the opinio n
is written in the narrowest and most cautious of terms,
a nd went no furthe r in offering guidance to the lower
courts than was absolutely necessary to decide the legal
question before it.
The dry opinion masks the significance a nd vibrancy
of the decision. Until the court decided Rasul, the Bush
ad ministration assumed that it could imprison indefini tely, and without a ny j udicial interfe re nce whatsoever,

I wish to thank the Floersheimer Cen ter for Constitutional Dem ocracy for providing research funds that supported Cardozo students Jason Weinstein, Jaime
Wasserstrom, and Christina McW i/son during the summer of 2004, and I w ish to thank the students for their assistance in preparing a longer and broader
article from which this essay is drawn.
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those captured in a combat zone and suspected of being
enemy combatants or terrorists, so long as it detained
these individuals outside the United States. The court in
Rasul torpedoed that assumption. It did so by asserting
that the courts have jurisdiction over the petitions filed
by the Guantanamo detainees and by leaving the ultimate reach of federal court j urisdiction in habeas cases
uncertain.
The court created this uncertainty by including within its opinion statements that support both a contracted
and expanded definition of habeas ju risdictio n. The con-

the federal courts will have jurisdiction no matter where
on the planet those deta ined a re imprisoned so long as
Pentagon officials in Washington control the imprisonment. These we re the statements that Justice Scalia
pounced on when he charged in his dissent that the
majority was extending the reach of habeas statute "to
the four corners of the earth." This "breathtaking" decision, Scalia contends, permits "an alien captured in a foreign theater of active combat to bring a habeas petition
against the Secretary of Defense, " thus "forcing courts to
oversee one aspect of the executive's conduct of a war."

The President has the power
to imprison alleged enemy combatants and
but not indefinitely...

.

terronsts,

tracted conception of federal court jurisdiction in habeas
cases is based on statements in the opinion that make
two related points. first, the court emphasizes the special and exceptional control the United States exercises
over the Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay: "By the express
terms of its agreements with Cuba, the United States
exercises 'complete jurisdiction and control' over the
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, and may continue to exercise such control permanently if it so chooses." Second,
the court asserted that the application of the habeas
statute "to persons detained at the base is consistent with
the historical reach" of the writ to "so-called exemptjurisdictions," "all other do minions under the sovereign's
control," and a territory that was "under the subjection of
the Crown." The court emphasized that later British
cases "confirmed that the reach of the writ depended not
on formal notions of territo rial sovereignty, but rather on
the practical question of 'the exact extent and nature of
the jurisdiction or dominion exercised by the Crown:"
Combined, these two points suggest the court was signaling that although the federal court had habeas jurisdiction outside of the United States, it was quite limited,
and perhaps only to Guantanamo.
The expanded conception of habeas jurisdiction rests
on other statements that make jurisdiction dependent
upon the court having jurisdiction over the Secretary of
Defense, the ultimate custodian of alleged enemy combatants a nd terrorists imprisoned under the authority of
the United States military. The statements provide as follows: "No party questions the District Court's jurisdiction
over petitioners custodia ns .. .. Section 2241 by its terms,
requires nothing more." If those statements measure the
scope of jurisdiction that federal courts will have, then
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The uncertain ty created by the op1t11on over the
reach of habeas jurisdiction was no accident. If the court
intended habeas j urisdiction to reach to the four corners
of the globe, there was no reason for it to emphasize the
special circumstances surrounding Guantanamo or to
recount the histo1ical reach of the wri t in Britain. And if
the court intended habeas jurisdiction to be limited to
Guantanamo or other narrowly defined areas that have
a special connection to the United States, the court
would not have suggested that jurisdiction existed so
long as a court had j urisdiction over the custod ians.
Although one can only speculate as to the reasons underlying the uncertainty created by the court's opinion,
what seems likely is tha t the court was trying to shape a
doctrine that respected two important concerns. First, it
wanted to preserve its capacity to review the possibility
of indefinite confinement of aliens who are suspected of
being enemy combatants or terrorists and who a re imprisoned someplace other than Guantanamo. Second, the
court wanted to retain discre tion in future cases so that
it could respect the commander in chiefs need for unfe ttered authority over detainees imprisoned on the battlefield or nea rby and for some period of time afte r capture.
To be responsive to both concerns, the court needed to
eschew rigid rules so that it could define the futu re scope
of jurisdiction in ligh t of its competing concerns.
The outcome in Rasul was certainly a boon for the
detainees. They will now be informed of the charges
against them and be given an opportunity to prove facts
that establish their innocence. But the outcome was
more significant than that. In Rasul, the Preside nt
insisted on the power to imprison indefinitely and without trial those captured in a co mbat zone. This was a n
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extreme claim, and in rejecting it, the court upheld the
nation's traditional commitment to due process and to
separation of powers. The President has the power to
imprison alleged enemy combatants and terrorists, but
not indefinitely, and not without some mechanism of
review, at least not in the absence of specific congressional authorization.
The court's decision in Rasul is equally significant in
another and more general respect. When placed in a historical perspective, the decision constitutes a sharp
break with the court's well-established pattern of deferring to the executive branch in national security cases. In
1919, the court sustained the convictions of peaceful
political dissenters who had merely criticized US involvement in World War I. In 1944, the court sustained
the power of the government to intern without a hearing
and without providing evidence more than 100,000
Japanese Americans. In 1951, the court sustained the
conviction of leaders of the American Communist Party
under the Smith Act even though their speech and activities did not present a clear or present danger. In each
case, the executive exaggerated the national security
danger and the members of the Supreme Court, as well
as others, tended to accept the government's allegations
at face value. Each episode is now widely considered a
betrayal of a national commitment to separation of powers that protect democratic values and individual liberty.
There has been only one exception to this pattern of
deference. In 1971, the government sought a prior restraint against The New York Times to bar it from publishing excerpts from the Pentagon Papers, a classified,

By following

1n the tootsteps ot the

which had begun to publish excerpts after The Times had
been initially enjoined) to continue to publish reports
from the secret study. Although the government had
predicted serious and irreparable harm to the nation's
security, there is no evidence that public disclosure of
the Pentagon Papers injured the national security.
By following in the footsteps of the Pentagon Papers
case, the court in Rasul took the less traveled road. Many
reasons surely prompted the justices in Rasul to reject
the President's position, but one bears mentioning. The
mystique surrounding national security and classified
information has dissipated substantially in recent years.
As a result, the Congress, the press, and the public routinely demand information. The essence of this point
was captured by Michael D. Mccurry, a White House
press secretary under Bill Clinton, who was recently
quoted as observing the following: "Just 10 years ago,
you could basically shut off any question on anything by
saying, 'That's an intelligence matter and we never discuss it.' Now that just doesn't cut it anymore, and part of
the reason is that people are so skeptical of intelligence
as a consequence of intelligence failures pre-9/11 and
pre-Iraq war."
One of the most serious current threats to our democratic values, our traditionally open society, and our liberties during the war on terrorism is the felt needs of the
national security state. Left unchecked, the executive
branch may well take misguided actions as it seeks to
assure security. The courts offer a potentially powerful
check and reassuring counterbalance to this potential
abuse of power. But for years the court deferred to the

Pentagon Papers case,

the court in Rasul took the less traveled road.
7,000-page study of America's involvement in Vietnam
spanning the period from the end of World War II to
1968. In support of its request, the government maintained that the threatened disclosures would reveal war
plans, compromise intelligence operations, and undermine efforts to negotiate a settlement. The Nixon administration argued that the court should accept its
allegations as true because it had primary responsibility
for national security and the courts lacked the expertise
to assess national security considerations. After 16 days
of frenetic litigation, the Supreme Court denied the
government the injunction it sought, which permitted
The New York Times (as well as The Washington Post,
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executive branch and inappropriately diminished its
own power in national security cases, thus contributing
to an unhealthy imbalance of power and the needless
loss of liberty.
The decision in Rasul suggests that the high court,
similar to the Congress, the press, and the public, may be
much less accepting of government representations that
courts stay out of certain areas because of national security do-not-enter signs. If this turns out to be true, then
Rasul will come to be viewed as the moment when the
high court began to correct a harmful and regrettable
pattern. Such a development would be a good thing for
our freedom and our democratic order. •
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In March 2004, I spent a week in Baghdad, within the protected Green Zone,
the locati.on of Saddam's palaces and the Coaliti.on Provisional Administrati.on (CPA)
I was helping to draft an order establishing an Iraqi version of the Federal Communicati.ons Commission
and an Iraqi public service broadcaster. For the previous nine months,
as part of the activities of the Squadron Program in Law, Media and Society, I had been working
with nongovemment organizations in the United Kingdom, the United States, an d the Miclclle East
on postconfiict media issues. Now, at the invitation of the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office,
I had a chance to work with officials on the ground.
Here are some notes from my diaiy of those days:

' m sudd e nly leaving for Iraq, and my flight is
booked from Brize Norton , the RAF base in the
Cotswolds. We land in Akrokitri, in Crete, on
a n other RAF base a nd tra nsfer to a Hercul es. It
looks like a movie or stage set. Soldiers line th e
walls a nd cente r, strapped into m akeshift seats,
-=---=- with light cargo and baggage stacked up like a
Christo sculpture. We're on the He rc because it has a ntimissile protection, a nd we fly into Basra w ith all ligh ts
off (The re's a magical moment whe n the lights inside
turn from white to blue, a nd th e n , 20 m inu tes b efore
la n d ing, plu nge into da rkness.)
At th e Baghdad airport I was picked up by th e Control
Risk Group, a n armored vehicle with two ex-special
fo rces m e n. Paul, the driver and "vehicle com mande r,"
was on the radio a nd phone th e whole time a nd told m e
h e would "d irect my actions" if necessa ry. Evide nce of
the wa r is on all sid es, w ith slight destruc tion as well as
a reorganization of spaces for th e vast needs of the occupation forces. On the way in, the landscaping along th e
road was dra ma tically modified to reduce potential locations for sniper positio ns.
Most of the time, I'm in the office of th e Media
Developme nt Tham (MDT). It's a wi ndowless, c heerless
office about 30 b y 40 fee t, w ith six desks, computers, and
the inevitab le electric heater for tea. The head of the
tea m is Simon H aselock, a re tired British Ma rine who
was involved in media policy in Bosnia an d was a m ed ia

commissio ner in Kosovo. Almost everyo ne tal ks ab out
lack of com municatio n . The Media Developme nt Team
certainly underscores this. It's very sel f-contained a nd its
history includ es struggling against va rious b ureaucracies
contained in the Green Zone. This seems to be one of th e
really big ele me n ts h ere: clustered , noninteracting sectors, with d iffere n t goals.
I sle pt at the "Emb assy Estates," the compound established b y the CPA la rgely fo r US civilia n personnel. The
place is a k ind of trailer pa rk, accommodating 500 to
1,000 people in trailer-like modules, about 24 by 6 feet.
They resemble a ustere college dorm rooms: two si ngle
b eds, two plastic garden cha irs, linens, closets. Each
"unit" has two modules joined by a co mmo n bath. (This
morning I was unable to conquer th e s imple task of turning off the wa te r a nd had to get Simon to he lp figu re it
out) . A sig n in the b a th roo m lists rules imposed by th e
Coal itio n, including "No coh abitation except amon g married cou ples. "
Th e e ntire residen tial co mpound is surrou nded by
barrie rs. Fi rst there are bins loaded with dirt; next are
concrete block s about five meters high; a nd inside there
a re 10-foot-high piles of sandbags. O utside there a re
Ghurkas brough t to Iraq by the con tracting fi rm in
charge of security.
I met w ith H assa n Fattah , th e youn g Am e rica n-I raq i
editor of an English-la nguage news paper called Iraq
Today . fattah we n t to Berkeley and to Colu mbia School

We walked to the entrance of the Green Zone ...
and drove through Baghdad- scarred more by poverty and
disintegration, it seemed to me, than by bombing.
~----------~
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of Journalism, and came to Baghdad in May 2003. He
has large goals and a small rese rvo ir of assets. He has
recruited a staff of about 10 young Iraqis who wr ite in
English and l1as publish ed 36 issues of his paper. But he's
run out of money. The "publisher" is a British company
that either has no funds or isn't putting more in. The
issue now is how to keep Fattah and h is team alive.
Simon wants him to become a "news agency" for Iraq,
especially because one of the MDT objectives is to have
such a news agency.
On a Tuesday morning, I made my first visit to
Hussein's palace where the administrator a nd the CPA
are housed. It was like a major motio n picture set, with
massive numbers of people milling throughout. It looks
virtually unblemished. One walks, after an anteroom
with gold and red upholstered furniture, into a grand
court, with a mural of Saddam covered up by a five-footsquare blue tarpaulin. On the left is the entrance to

e n tire ly like Wash ington except fo r the veiled Iraq i
woman sitting in a corne r, we re two lawyers seconded to
th e CPA by cheir law firms.
I alm ost a lway s ate dinner at the cafeteria run by a
s ubsidi a ry of Halliburton in the Al Rasheed . It was very
Americ an. A typical dinner: meatballs and s paghetti,
colesla w, a brow nie, and a scoo p of ice crea m. One
evenin g's dis cussion was about the ne w res ide ntial qua rte rs for the Br itish person nel h e re. They we re ordered to
m ove from che tra ilers at Embassy Esta tes to a newly
cr eaced resid ential space under a carpark near the
Conve n tion Cente r. Th e Brits de c ided their people
sh ould stay "under hard cover" so tha t mortars can't
p ierce the roof. There's currently a contest fo r th e name
o f the 11ew p lace: Bonke r Bunkers, Fawlty Towe rs, an d
m a ny, many more. Hundreds o f e-mails have been sent
fo r the caus e. Thjs kind of amusement is wha t kee ps
people from boredom in the Green Zone.

On a Tuesday m orning, I made my fi rst visi t to Hussein's palace ....
It was like a m ajor motion picture set,
with massive numbers of people milling throughout.
Ambassador Paul Bremer's suite. Notwithstanding enormous secu1ity upon entry, a special a rch-metal detector
is in the middle of the court, looking like some magical
e ntrance to this holy of holies.
I had a longish talk with Kristin Whiting, who's been
at the Palace for two weeks as the lieutenant of Dorrance
Smith- se nt by the President to "straigh ten out" th e Iraq
Media Network, which was reeling under the failure of a
$100 million contract that produced little in the way of
studios, etc. Wl1iting, a very striking, anchorperson type,
was Diane Sawyer's assistant and worked for National
Geographic Television as well. She said she was now trying to get Iraqi personnel to th ink more like American
reporters and produce some equivalent of Good Mo rning
America - conveniently named Good Morning Iraq.
I was at the palace with Simon for my first meeting
with government contractors, a group called Bearing
Point. They have a small a rmy of co nsultants to assist
with things like institutional de velopment. They are
tasked with h elping the new Media Regulatory Commission get off the grou nd. One really important task
Simon gave them was to come up with a docume n t justifying a higher salary for the new director general of the
Commission. Also present at this meeting, which felt
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One nighc, Simon and I were invited by Shakir Sami r,
ch air o f the Media Committee and one of the 15 me mbe rs of t he Iraqi Governi ng Council , to his house for dinn e r. We were picke d up at the 14th of July Bridge near
th e edge of tihe Green Zone by Sam ir and h is driver in
the ir p rotected SUV We were whisked along what
seemed to be a virtually closed highway to a no ther compo und-in a reside n tial part of the c ity for high officials
of the C ounci l. The com pound is closed off by a wall a nd
an infu11idati ng gate wi th a gu n-mounted ta nk inside.
There a re 41 houses in the Zone- all rath er beautiful,
qu ite modem , California-type ranch houses. These we re
th e ho uses of th e Baathist power stru cture unde r
H ussein and - probably on pu rpose - they we re spared
fro m bo mbin g and seized for the new elite.
Sam ir inv ited a group of Iraqis- all ex patriates- to
jo in us . The l1igh1ight of the e vening was a long deba te
be tween Sha mir a nd a young wo ma n, a n assistan t to
Colin Powell, who had come to Kuwait three months
be fore the \--.ra r to prepare to be part of the civil gove rnm e nt after H ussein's regime fell.
Samir and the young American official had a debate.
Sh e asked, almost naively, whether there were things
th e Coalition had done wrong that allowed th ings to
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remain in crisis. In a way, Samir was politely and respectfully criticizing the Coalition. He argued-as have
many-that the Coalition had virtually lost the peace in
the time since April 3, 2003-a year ago. Samir said that
the CPA, against the wishes of the Iraqi Governing
Council, made key decisions that lost an enormous
amount of time at the beginning. Iraqis were asking why
after the '91 Gulf War, Saddam got basic services going
again in three months, while the Coalition had totally
failed to date. According to Samir, Saddam paid the proper amounts of money, got the best engineers and others,
and held them to a high standard of performance. In
short, there was more direction and a sense of priority.
Even now, Samir said, turning to a different point, the
CPA, against the wishes of the Governing Council, was
strengthening local groups, potentially weakening the
power of the center.
That Monday afternoon, Siyamend Othman, who was
to become the first director general of the new Media
Regulatory Commission, took Simon and me to lunch at
an open-air restaurant about 20 minutes from downtown
Baghdad. We walked to the entrance of the Green Zone
and got into Othman's car and drove through Baghdadscarred more by poverty and disintegration, it seemed to
me, than by bombing. We passed the Palestine Hotel
where many journalists had stayed and which was hit by
US forces, passed the circle where the taken-down statue
of Saddam has already been replaced by a more benign
and allegorical sculpture, passed small stands selling fruit
and cigarettes, and passed many nondescript buildings.
The site for lunch was green and park-like. The restaurant was adjacent to a grove of palm trees not far from
the Tigris. There was a water wheel, sculptures made of
abandoned clay pots and urns, a pool where carp (a
famous Baghdad dish) were kept for grilling. Here there
was a hint of an older, more cafe-populated Baghdad.
Othman told us that this was a favorite place for Coalition officials in the more open days after the end of the
'91 war. He told of people who come today with their
security guards, and are warned by the owner that they
cannot come if they are too obvious about their security.
I noticed that when I went to the bathroom, one of the
waiters watched me to make sure I didn't stray too far.
Wednesday morning at 4: 10, I heard a slight whooshing overhead and then a loud blast-not nearby. It was a
mortar. A moment later, a compound-wide siren sounded, exactly like one from World War II. A canned voice
came through the night air saying, "Stay covered. Stay
covered." Five minutes later, the mechanical voice was
heard saying, "All clear. All clear: Keep protective gear
nearby." I was uncertain of the function of the siren,
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since there was nothing one could do but stay in one's
bed. Simon used the moment to explain the function of
the eight-foot sandbag walls that surround and snake
through the trailer camp. These were to obviate any lateral impact of a landed mortar. The only way we could
get hurt, he reassured me, was if a mortar came directly
through the roof of our trailer.
There's a kind of ennui and desperation, and I feel it
among our little Media Development Tham. There's depression, too, because the members of the Media Tham
have now been here seven months, because the food is
awful, because there are no wives or lovers near, because
the situation is dicey, because optimism can carry one
only so far. It is interesting that not only Simon but most
of his small staff are military and this is like another
campaign, with billets, and kits, and the complexities of
tiny details and logistics.
One evening, we go to one of two Chinese restaurants
in the Green Zone. There are about 10 plastic garden
tables, and the place was filled with young men and
women soldiers with their M-16s propped up next to
them or leaning on the walls. While we had pretty delicious Chinese food and French wine, there was a steady
stream of helicopters-Medivacs we think-grinding
overhead to the heliport of the nearby hospital. Our
experts thought that this meant some heavy casualties
somewhere. It had all the absurdity of a MASH episode:
Iraq, Chinese food, helicopters overhead.
After a week, it's my turn to leave, but it is not easy to
get a flight out of Baghdad. I have to wait a day or two and
fly via Basra to Kuwait. There, I spend time in a huge US
base, a rotation point for those going home and the new
troops coming in. I'm shuttled to the Kuwait Hilton, have
a luxurious evening of swim, bath, and dinner and, the
next morning, fly directly home to New York. 13
I wrote these notes in March 2003. As this issue
goes to press in November 2004, things have changed a
lot but in many ways are the same. Violence intensified.
The CPA vanished, to be replaced by ambassadors. The
fate of the infant public service broadcaster and the independence of the new regulatory agency are still matters
to be fought over in the complexity of postwar Iraq.
CODA:

Professor Price has coedited and published the Iraq Media
Development Newsletter, www.stanhopecentre.org. He
was involved in developing a framework for media policy in
post-conflict Iraq (lntemews.org). He is visiting this year at
the Annenberg School for Communication at the University
of Pennsylvania.
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Using the Power of

Imagination
Hea I
to

a Violent World :

Eve Ensler Shares Stories of Freedom
These have b een very disturbing weeks and months since the war
on Iraq began. At night, I watch news shows and listen to pundits
and politician s and policy 1nakers. Som etimes I feel this unbearable sorrow, smnetimes this helplessness, this com plete helplessness, that in 1ninutes becmnes rage. I want to reach in while I'1n
watching these people talking and pull the minds, the words, th e
m en, the though ts, out of th e contained, li1n ited world th ey live
in. I want th e1n to hear the words th at they are using, words like
occupy, invade, conquer, greatest n ation , evil doers, enem y .
Freedom. Freedom. How can they speak of freedom whe n they are locked in this box, in
this powe r struggle that is so unfree its only end can really be the death of our species?
Bombs do not make people free. Bombs do not e ngage people's trust. Bombs do n ot
inv ite people to connect. There is no freedom without imagination, and imaginatio n
requires a leap. Imagination actually demands ti me, patie nce, daydream ing, lingering. It
means gett ing lost, not having answers whe n you don't have answers. It is much more difficult in the end tha n knowing things, or making fast decisions, or mani pulati ng, or lying,
or being righ t, or dropping bombs.

ED ITO R"S NOTE: On May 6, 2004, Eve Ens/er attended a ceremony at Cardozo to accept the International Advocate for Peace Award from the Cardozo
Journal of Conflict Resolution and the International Law Students Association . This is an edited version of the speech she gave on that occasion.
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EVE ENSLER SHARES STORI ES OF FREEDOM

l am not na"ive or some kind of blind peace activist. I
do for you?" a nd she said, "Well, Eve, if you got me a
know the exciteme nt of violence. I have found my alive- jeep, I could get arou nd a lot faster." So we bough t her a
ness a nd meaning through it. It no longer interests me.
jeep and that year she saved 4,500 girls from being cut.
It is ultimately a deadly, empty box. What I long for is
Then we asked, "Well, what else could you use?" and she
freedom. Wl1at interests me is freedom , the great leap
said, "Well, with money we could build a house."
that we take as individuals and the n as a species into
Too years ago Agnes opened the first safe house in
this new waiting pa radigm. We could actually use
Narok, Kenya, and now girls have a place to run to when
weapons to make peace the way we used imagined
they want to save their clitoris, save their freedom, a nd
weapons to start a war.
save their futures. They stay long enough so their famiThere is a new story, a new myth, a new paradigm
lies sometimes actually understand that mutilation is a
emergi ng all over this planet. I have been incredibly
terrible practice and they may get invited home. TI1e
privileged over the last six yea rs to witness it. I wa nt to
house has become the centerpiece of the community,
tell a few stories today that
and Agnes, who was initialrepresent this kind of imagly exiled and slandered,
ination a nd women I've
was designa ted deputy
met around the world, who
mayor in Narok.
through the ir imagining,
All these other issues
have not only been peacehave begun to bubble up as
makers but what we call
well: Women are now talknow 'vagina waniors: I'm
ing about being abused in
usi ng the wo rd wa 1Tior in a
their ma rriages; they' re
whole new way b ecause I
talking about the fact that
think that the e nergy rethey want to be educated;
qu ired to bring about peace
they're building a school so
requires a fierceness, and
that girls can continue
devotion , and com mitM asa i girls from Narok, Kenya dance with Eve Ensler
their ed ucation - all bement, a nd inte nsity, but
in a scene from the documentary Until the Violence Stops.
cause Agnes made a dewhen yo u put warrior with
cision to have imagi nation,
vagina, it becomes life warrior-person dedicated to
to get a little box that was personal a nd specific, a nd to
making sure life exists on this planet and peace exists on
walk through the Rift valley. Rather than judging, or
the planet.
hurting, or violating people, she just showed the m what
I want to begin telling a little story about a woman
a healthy vagina looked like and what a m utilated vagina med Agnes Pareyio, whom I met four years ago in
na looked like. It was very simple.
Kenya . Agnes was mutilated when she was a little girl.
In Juarez, there is another example of imagina tion.
Sh e was mutilated against her will. No one asked her,
For those of you who don't know, over the last 10 years,
and when she was finally asked, she said she didn't want
more than 300 women have been mu tila ted, murdered,
to be mutilated, but no one cared. TI1ey took her a nd
raped , or have disappeared in Juarez. There has been
they cut her and it obviously had an e nom10us impact
absolutely not one conviction for any of these crimes,
on Agnes. Rather than going out and getting an AK47, or
and it continues. When I was there I met this woman
a piece of glass, or a shard, or a razor, she went inside
named Esther; her daughter had been taken from her.
herself and actually experienced the depths of the
Esther had this domestic job and it wasn' t enough
mourning, and grieving, and loss she felt having had her
money to feed he r family, so her 15-year-old daughter
clitoris removed, and she made a commitment to go and
said, "I'll go and I'll take your job and you'll get another
devote her life to stopping it from happe ning to other job and we'll be able to support the family." On the first
girls. TI1is to me is a vagi na warrior.
day her daugh ter we nt to work, she didn't return home.
Esther was very concerned and found out fro m the fa mAgnes would walk through the Rift valley, and she
had a little box she took with her. She would show peoily that her daugh ter had never arrived at work. When
ple what a beautiful, healthy vagina looked like and what
they found the body of her daughter, it was clear th at
a mutilated vagina looked like. Over the course of h er
sh e had been killed by a knifing in her stomach. Esther
walking, she saved 1,500 girls from be ing cut in e ight
stood by h er daughter's body, knew it was her daughter,
years. When we met I said to Agnes, "What could V-Day
but the authorities said there was n' t enough DNA to
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USING THE POWER OF IMAGINATION TO HEAL A VIOLENT WORLD

blown away by th is community of wo men who are
confirm that she was right. So for five yea rs they took
spread out throughout Pak istan and Afghanistan and
h er on this wild goose chase, and at the end of the five
are doing the most amazing work. They are running
years it turned out that, of course, it had been her
clandestine schools. They are running orphanages
daugh ter all along.
and shelte rs. They have a complete network with n o
When we met I asked Esther, "Have you ever been to
telephones and can li te rally pass signals from Pakistan
your daughter's grave?" a nd she said no, because it's far
to Afghanistan.
away and there are no buses that go there and we have
W11en I first went to Afghanistan, women were going
no car. So we decided that we would take Esther to her
into stadiums with video cameras underneath their
daughter's grave. We drove out to this graveyard in the
burkas and were documenting the executions of women
middle of the desert, and there were hundreds of graves.
by the Tuliban. If they had been caught, these women
The markings on the graves were primitive, but through
would have been killed instantly . One of the women
the miracle of miracles we fo und her daughter's grave. I
who l1ad been doing the
witnessed something that
documentatio
n suffered an
day that was so powerful
epileptic fit during an exeand intense. When Esther
cution; she told me after
saw the grave, she ran to it
that she never had epilepsy
and threw h erself on the
before she started docugrave and started digging as
menting the trauma. She
if she were covering h er
said if she had to do it all
daughter up and protecting
over again , she would beh er. Sh e got stones and put
cause by documenting it
flowers on the grave as if
there was a possibility that
she we re dressing her
one day the wome n of Afdaughter for her coming out
ghanistan would be saved.
party . I soon realized that
When I came back to the
sh e was in fact clothing her
United States, I brought the
Eve Ensler at Cardozo
daughter, feeling her, profootage to several news outtecting h er, dressing her,
lets
in
America.
Not
one
put
it on television because
and honoring her daughter. This incredible healing was
they weren't interested in the wo me n of Afghanistan. It
going on in the graveyard, because this woman had the
wasn't until 9/ 11 that people briefly had an interest in
capacity to love her daughter so much, to feel the presthe wo men of Afghanistan, and they put it on television.
e nce of her daugh ter so deeply that she was actually
v\That
I will say is the RAWA women had the vision and
th ere for her. She was with her daughter.
the imagination. They didn't go around with AK47s.
I want to talk about Afgha nistan, where for years an
They didn't burn people. They didn't kill people. They
active imagination has been the only thing that has kept
documented them. These forms wo men throughout the
the women of Afghanista n alive. I first went to Afghaniworld have developed-of carving a way through viostan in 1999, with a group called RAWA-the Revolulence-are, to me, the ge nius of imagination.
tionary Association of the Women of Afghanistan-and
I met this woma n recently in Palestine who told me
they're unbelievably brave, courageous, and visionary
how Palestinians negotiated the checkpoints. She said
women. Whe n their leader was assassinated by the
they tell jokes. I asked, "W11at do you mea n?" and she
Soviet KGB, they were forced to go u nderground. I was

Bombs do not make people free .
Bombs do not engage people's trust.
Bombs do not invite people to connect.
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EVE ENSLER SHARES STORIES OF FREEDOM

Part of the work of making peace
is not imposing your agenda,
but asking people what they need.
said, "Well, when we get to the checkpoints and the soldiers are searching us, we tell jokes and they laugh and
then they put their guns down." I started thinking that
women do this kind of thing all the time. We have a way
of disarming violence by finding humor, by finding
another way that doesn't escalate the violence.
I find what's going on in Afghanistan and Iraq right
now very, very disturbing. I think many women in the
United States got behind this war because we thought
women would be liberated. We encouraged women to
have imaginations. We held a summit and brought
women from all over Afghanistan to envision and imagine what their futures could be, and then to create
actions, plans, and programs that we then funded. But it
was not a safe or secure place, and in a way, it is potentially more devastating than it was before because the
Northern Alliance and the Tuliban are still at large and
women are actually at higher risk in many ways than
they were before.
We must really examine how it is we are living in a
country that has promised freedom to certain women
and has based a war not only, I believe, on our desire to
end terrorism, but to free women. But this freedom has
not occurred, and yet none of us seems to notice or
seems to be speaking out about it. In Iraq, where we
went to liberate the people, over the last four or five
months, 70 women a month have been abducted, raped,
and sold into sex slavery, which is something that was
not going on under the incredible tyranny of Saddam
Hussein. In fact, under Saddam Hussein women were
doctors and lawyers, and were free to walk in the street.
In the months since the U.S. bombing, women are staying in their homes because the lawlessness has made
Iraq an absolutely perilous place for women, particularly in Baghdad.
I feel like I'm living in this world of vagina warriors. I
see them everywhere and they are men as well as
women. They are people who've made a conscious decision that violence is not the path. I think many knew
there was a good chance that war in Iraq would create
more violence and that without a plan or a relationship
with the people, chaos might result.
FALL 2004

I've learned that V-Day works for one reason-women
in individual communities around the world bring it
there, and they know what they need to do. They don't
need Americans to tell them. Part of the work of making
peace is not imposing your agenda, but asking people
what they need. It means you serve other people. You
don't control them. You don't dictate. You provide people
with the resources you luckily have because you are in
a country with enormous resources and luxury. I think
what the US government has not done is ask the Iraqi
people what they want.
If we really are serious about peace, and about stopping crimes, we need to go, and listen, and serve. I mean
that in the deepest, spiritual, humblest sense. When you
go with a preconceived and set idea of how people
should be or behave, you are not serving them. You are
manipulating and controlling them, and the end result
will not be peace.
Imagination is equal to compassion. When you
imagine someone else's life and struggle and feelings,
you enter them. When you are inside someone, it
makes it almost impossible to kill them. This war, this
invasion, has brought the death of 19-year-olds. It's
burned children. It's raped women. It's dragged bodies
into the streets. It has created unspeakable cruelty,
humiliation, division, corruption, distrust, and many
more enemies.
There is another way. It involves thinking, patience,
planning, and the wisdom of many. In the case of Iraq,
it would have meant saying that war was not an option.
Then we as a world would have been compelled to work
in our collective imagination. It would have meant that
through the process of evolving a vision we would have
come to actually know each other, know our partners in
the Arab world, and know our partners in the European
world. We would have learned about each other; more
ideas would have come and eventually the right idea
would have come. This writing, all of this, is an act of
imagining. You can try to fit it into a box. You can try to
contain it, but that can't be done. I say we all should
begin by saying, we don't understand. We begin here and
that's where the real freedom starts. •
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The w eek before
commencement, graduating
students, incl uding Shulamis
Peltz, celebrated on a boat
ride in New York Harbor.

clerks to Just ice O'Connor. They joined her for a mini-reunion before
the ceremonies.

Justice O'Connor
Encourages 2004
Graduates to
"Build Bridges"
Clouds parted a nd the sky
cleared on the first day
of J u ne, j ust in time to
celebrate Carclozo's 26th
commencemen t, held in
Avery Fisher Hall at
Lincoln Center. Th e ceremony featured US Supreme
Cou rt Justice Sa ndra Day
O'Connor who, during a
rousing commencement
address, e ncouraged the
class of 2004 to pursue
careers in public service.
"Commit yourself to
being a b ridge b uilder,"
O'Connor u rged, citing her
own inspiring career as an
attorney, a state senator,
and the fi rst wo man
appointed to th e United
44

States Supre me Court.
"It's a day of joy for
everyone," O'Connor said,
setting the tone for a ceremony filled with cheers,
waves, and the flash of
came ras, at which 337 me n
and women were awa rded
J .D. degrees and 45 received LL.M. degrees.
Justice O'Connor received
an honorary Doctor of Laws
degree, the first to be
awarded by Yeshiva University during a Cardozo
commenceme nt.
Dean David Rudenstine
cited O'Connor for her
jurisprudence, he r character,
and h er exceptional ca pacity as a j udge. Yeshiva University President Richard
J oel echoed th e sentiments
and praised the justice for
her acco mplishments,
includ ing expanding possib ilities for women. "Your

work has changed all our
lives," Preside nt Joel said .
Justice O'Connor discussed the diffic ul ties she
faced after graduating from
Stanford Law School whe n
she was offered a position
as a legal secretary, not
as a lawyer.
"My career in public
service was born of necessity," O'Connor said. Th is
obstacle, however, led h er
clow n a fu lfilling path of
public service.
"Life as a public servant
was mo re interesting; the
encouragement and guidance fro m me ntors was
more genuine," O'Connor
said. She added, "At every
step of the way, I fel t the
thrill of do ing something
righ t for reasons that
were good."
Overcoming obstacles
and respo nd ing to change

were themes graduate
Michael Glasser discussed
in his speech on behalf of
the class of 2004. The class
began school j ust before
9/ 11 and, from Cardozo's
location on Fifth Avenue,
could watch the towers
burning. "Our school, ou r
lives, and our worlds have
changed," Glasser said ,
add ing that he fel t th e class
was now stro ng enough to
ha ndle any situation.
This yea r's commencement coincided with the
25th reunion of the class of
1979, and many alumni
from Cardozo's first graduating class donned robes and
marched in the ceremony.
Dean Rudenstine praised
them for taking a chance on
Cardozo during a time
when there we re no 2Ls or
3Ls and the Law School's
history was in the maki ng.
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Dean Rudenstine w ith students
before the formal ceremonies.

Board member Sandra Feuerstein '79, Chairman of the Board Kathy
Greenberg '82, US Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, and
Yeshiva University President Richard Joel.

Graduates of the LL.M program Marcus Danisch, Jens
Grasser, an d lngvil Andersen

Gary Galperin '80 received the

Cardozo Board member Steven Katz h oods his

Disti nguished Alumnus Award for

daughter, Hillary Katz.

cont ribution to public service.
Craig Hanlon, SBA president
and winner of the John D.
Appel Award, announced
favorite professor and
administrator awards.
Michael Glasser, Steven Eric
Tanenbaum Leadership
Award w inner, delivered the
student speech.

Professor Lushing w ith
Amitab Mukerjec and his family at
the p ost-graduation reception.
A graduation after-party was hosted by
the dean in the Law School lobby for
students, their families, and members of
the faculty and administrat ion. Gerald
Cohen, who received the New York State
Bar Association Law Student Legal Ethics
Award, celebrated with his twin brothers,
Anthony (left) and Andrew.
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Cardozo Pioneers
Return to Celebrate

25th
Reunion
Cardozo was fi lled with exclamations of
recogn ition as members of the Class of
1979 spotted their classmates from 2 5
years ago. Less fami liar to the more tha n
100 alumni in attendance was the Law
School's newly renovated lobby, which
surprised and delighted Cardozo's fi rst
graduates gathered there on May 6. The
25th reunion of the Class of 1979 was a
historic moment for the School.
Dean David Rudenstine remarked how
wonderfu l it was to see Cardozo's earliest
graduates, w hile alumni expressed the
shared notion that the time has come to
reconnect. This class of pioneers has contributed significantly to Cardozo's rise in
repu tation and visi bility across the country.
The founding faculty members were
important guests, just as eager to see their
first students as the alumni were t o see
them . Peter Lushing spoke at the dinner in
a manner reminiscent of the graduates'
classroom experience. Cliff Elgarten gave
touching remarks about the comical
mishaps endemic in a brand new school, as
well as the meaningful education Cardozo
provided for his practice in Washington, DC.
A class gift effort raised awareness of
Cardozo's need to increase donations as its
alumni body matures. Bonnie Steingart
delivered an inspiring address urging her
fellow graduates to play a role in thei r Law
School's future.
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Twists and Turns on the Fast Track to Partner
Tammy Bieber '95
A year ago, Tommy Bieber '95
was named a partner at
Shearman & Sterling. In a conversation with Alumni Affairs
Director Barbara Birch, she
disclosed that the path was not
direct nor was making partner
a lifelong dream.
You had a career prior to attending law school. What was it?
A: I spent eight years working
in the hotel industry after graduating from Cornell University's hotel management program. I decided to take the
LSAT wh en the job market was weak and I found myself
in a job I didn't love. When I was applying to law school,
Cardozo was particularly good at identifying law students
who may not have done well as an undergraduate, but had
good work experience and would be good lawyers.
Q:

You also earned an LL.M. degree?
Yes. I have an LL.M. in tax from NYU because Laura
Cunningham encouraged me to start the program in my
third year. I finished the degree at night while clerking.

Q:

A:

Diel you know you wanted to join a large firm?
Not at all. Even with the LL.M. in tax, at heart I was a
litigator. I thought I'd be an assistant US attorney, but
decided to spend a few years at a big firm to earn some
money and pay off som e loans.
Q:

A:

When did you join Shearman & Sterling?
In 1997. I didn't expect to stay long, only as long as it
was tolerable. But once there, I enjoyed the work and
especially the people I was working with. I was pleased to
find tha t Shearman was a collaborative, not competitive
environment, without the stereotypical "yelling" that I
heard about at some big firms.
Q:

A:

Did you think you'd stay to become a partner?
I did explore the possibility of1eaving, but realized that
Shearman was where I wanted to be long-term, and in
February 2004 I was made a partner.
Q:

Did you enjoy your Cardozo experience?
A: I loved law school. I was a relaxed student compared to
my classmates who just completed their undergraduate
degrees. While other lLs were concerned about making
Law Review, I was just enjoying the new environment of
law school.
I even had the option to transfer to NYU after my first
year, but I chose to stay at Cardozo. I felt the emphasis
should be on the quality of education, not the name recognition of the school.
Q:

What opportunities were afforded you as a result of
attending Cardozo?
A: I was an Alexander Fellow, which gave m e the opportunity to intern full-time for Judge Jack Weinstein in my
second year; which helped me to get my postgraduate
clerkship in the Ninth Circuit.
Q:

How did you like clerking?
Clerking was a tremendous experience both at the district court level and the circuit court. You see the inner
workings of the court system. I recommend it to students
and recent graduates.

A:

Do you feel that there are barriers for women in the field?
There are few women who are partners at the large law
firms. I've noticed that many women self-select out after
four or five years. Law firms, including Shearman , are
making efforts to retain women. I never felt there were
barriers to my succeeding at the firm based on my gender.
Q:

A:

Have you been involved in pro bona work>
I've done some pro bono work for the National Endowm ent for the Arts and am on the legal advisory committee
for Sanctuary for Families. It was very rewarding. Also,
early o n in my career at Shearman, I was sen t to try cases
for the City of New York for six months, which gave m e
great courtroom experie nce.
Q:
A:

Q:
A:
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Do you have any advice for cunent law students?
Be open minded. I didn't think a big firm career was
for me, but here I am. Sometimes you have to give things
a chance.
Q:

A:
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Cardozo Graduates
Join Forces
at Law Fi rm
On the 24th floor of The
Graybar Building, above the
bustle of Midtown, a rising
law firm founded by a
Cardozo alumnus moved to
its new offices in April
2003. Three of the eight
partners at the firm and
two associates are Cardozo
graduates. Jerry Cohen '86
leads the 21 -a ttorney firm
of Cohen 'Iauber Spievack
& WagnerLLP (CTSW),a
successful legal venture
that embodies the amb itious a nd e ntrepreneurial
spirit of Cardozo a nd its
graduates. The firm is
made up of you ng, driven
attorneys who a re building
someth ing extraordinary
together-an opportu nity
they might have missed
had they remained witl1
th eir previous firms.
J e rry Cohen sta rted his
career at Bote in Hayes &
Sklar. After some years in
various legal and business
ventures, including three
years at a corporate boutique firm and a stin t with
his own start-up compa ny,
J erry opened a solo practice.
He soon realized he wanted
to build a firm and brought
in Larry Tauber as his partner in 1998. The two then
embarked on expanding
into a full-service practice,
and just a few years later,
Cohen 'Iauber Spievack &
Wagner was born.
"Cardozo gave me the
training and confidence to
take risks a nd to build a
new model of a law fi rmone that not only counsels
FA L L 2 00 4

and guides its clients, but
also helps grow their businesses," says Jerry. "We are
passionate and devoted to
our clients, and we're not
afraid to get in the trenches
alongside them."
Jeny's ambitious nature
is what drew him to Cardozo.
The Law School's image as
young and exciting was a
good fit for his personality.

CTSW, where he knew he
would fi nd top-tie r attorney
backup for his sophisticated
transaction and litigationoriented bankruptcy practice. At CTSW, he has re presented hedge funds and
other purchasers of bankruptcy assets, fi nancial
institutions in workouts and
bankruptcies, and the official committees in a num-

estate litigation, and served
as a contributing author to
several legal treatises dealing with real estate issues.
Andrea is thrilled with
her career decision. "CTSW
afforded me the chance to
get in on the ground floor
of an up-and-coming, cutting-edge law firm. Once I
became a part of the CTSW
team, I never looked back."

(From left) Jerry Cohen '86, founding partner; Ziva Cohen '02, associate; Andrea Lawrence '94, partner;
Leo Esses '99, associate; and Joe Vann '87, partner

In fact, each of the alumn i
a t CTSW commen ted on
the e ntrepreneurial natu re
of Cardozo students.
Joe Va nn '87 is chair of
CTSW's flourishing bankruptcy and creditors' 1ights
group. After graduatio n, Joe
clerked for the Honorable
Alan H.W. Shiff, spent six
years as an associate in the
bankruptcy and creditors'
rights group at Shea & Gould
and, thereafter, Herrick,
Feinstein LLP After two
years as a partner in Cratch
Jacobs & Brozman's bankruptcy group, J oe joined

ber of cases, including
Service Merchandise, Inc.
and Kmart, Inc.
"CTSW's success is
directly attributable to our
guiding philoso phy to foc us
on the client's needs at all
times," says Joe. "Wl1ethe r
litigation or corporate deal,
we bring home the prize
for the client by focusing
on its business goal."
Andrea Lawrence '94, a
litigation par tne r, joined the
firm in 2001 after practicing
law at Tenzer Greenblatt
LLP where she focused her
practice on commercial real

As one of the hiring partners, Andrea looks out for
fellow alumni when filling
the firm's h iring needs.
"Time and time again, I am
impressed by the tale nt,
a mbition, and professionalism of Cardozo graduates."
CTSW continues to live
up to its reputation as a
fas t-paced firm composed
of business lawyers who
make deals happen. Only
five years old, it has grown
from fo ur to twe nty-one
lawyers, and is know n as a
top-notch firm in practice
areas such as pharmaceuti49

cals and biotechnology,
aerospace and satellite
tech nology, software licensing, entertainment and
motion picture production,
and insurance and tradesecret litigation. CTSW's
clients represent a diverse
spectrum, including the
Irish Development Agency
and Israeli Aircraft Industries, Bar Ilan University

and the Royal College of
Surgeons, UBS Paine
Webber, and elite international biotechnology and
pharmaceutical companies.
Leo Esses '98 was the
first associate hired at
CTSW and enjoys being at a
smaller firm. While associates at big firms prepare
materials for senior attorneys, Leo is making court

appearances and conducting depositions.
The firm in many ways
parallels Cardozo in its
rising reputation; both
institutions are young and
ambitious, with leaders who
are determined to achieve
success, and many stakeholders who participate
each day in the upward
mobility of their institutions.

The latest Cardozo hire
is Ziva Cohen '02. "I'm
a mazed with the firm's
achievements," she sa id.
"Here, I enjoy extensive
client contact and courtroom experience and the
opportunity to grow, both
as an attorney and as part
of th e firm. There is a real
dynamic spirit here, and I
am proud to be a part of it."

(From left)
Tanya Kennedy '92,
Xiaoshan Ren '00,
Lois Kinney '03,
Amy Mosery '99, and
Elena Baier '01

Cardozo Women Off to a Strong Start
"As natural allies, we have the opportunity if not the responsibility to help one another professionally and, at the same time,
enrich our own and Cardozo's future," said Bonnie Steingart '79,
founder of Cardozo Women and chair of its steering committee,
at the group's inaugural event in July at the Law School. The
event, attended by more than 150 alumnae, provided a significant networking opportunity fo r alumnae who work in the full
complement of legal practice areas- in business, on the bench,
and in the public interest arena.
Three alumnae who have followed very different career
paths-Hon. Sandra Feuerstein '79, United States District Judge,
Eastern District of New York; Stephanie Mudick '81, CAO and
EVP, Global Consumer Group, Citigroup Inc; and Bonnie
Steingart '79, partner, Fried, Frank, Shriver & Jacobson, gave
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detailed accounts of their professional journeys. Mudick, who
helped organize the event, which included a buffet dinner,
commented, "The response to Cardozo Women has been
uniformly enthusiastic. We are encouraged and confident that
we can create systems to support one another and Cardozo."
A series of programs is planned for the 2004- 05 academic
year, including more networking events, a panel discussion on
rainmaking issues, and programs cosponsored with The Samuel
and Ronnie Heyman Center on Corporate Governance and
the New York State Trial Lawyers Association. You will be receiving
information or invitations to futu re events soon.
If you are interested in becoming involved in Cardozo Women
or wa nt more information, contact Bonnie Steingart at
SteinBo@ffhsj.com.
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George Cohen, Harlan Cohen,
and Lori Cohen

Esther Trakinski and Lorraine Nadel

Board News

Former Cardozo Board Chairman Ear le I. M ack passes t he gave l
t o Kathy Greenberg.

President Bush
Names Earle Mack
Ambassador to
Finland
Former Cardozo Board
Chairman Earle I. Mack has
been appointed Ambassador
to Finland by President
George W. Bush. He was
sworn in as Ambassador on
May 28, and presen ted his
credentials to the President
of Finland, Turja Halonen,
on Ju ne 10, 2004.
Mr. Mack is the third former Cardozo Board member to hold the rank of
Ambassador. Cardozo's first
chairman, Morris Abram,
was Ambassador to the
United Nations in Geneva
under President George
H .W. Bush and Eric M.
Javits is US Permanent Representative to the Conference on Disarmament, a
position he has held for
several yea rs.
When Mr. Mack passed
the gavel to new Board
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Chair Kathy Greenberg, he
ended a stellar tenure that
covered more than 20 years
as a Board member, 12 of
them as chair. Mr. Mack
said, "This does not mark
the end of my love for this
great school."
Ambassador Mack was
elected to the Cardozo
Board in 1980 a nd was
voted chair in 1992, a position he held until his appointment as Ambassador:
Among his many achievements as chairman, he indicated he was most proud
of "the election for the first
time of a chair from the
ranks of the Cardozo alumni." Ambassador Mack oversaw the re novation of 55
Fifth, assisted with scholarships, and provided funds
for numerous projects and
events at Cardozo from the
redesign of the Web site to
bringing King J uan Carlos
of Spain to the Law School.
YU President Richard
Joel marked the occasion
by saying, "You led a school

fro m having great aspirations to achieving those
aspirations ... you are a
true miracle worker. We
will miss you, we wish you
well. You are a wo nderful
guiding spirit and great
champion ."
Ambassador Mack has a
long history associated with
business, the arts, education, public service, and
thoroughb red racing. He
was senior partner and
chief financial officer of the
almost century-old Mack
Company. The firm, headquartered in Rochelle Park,
NJ, invests, develops, and
manages income-producing
commercial real estate.
Ambassador Mack was
chairman of the New York
State Council on the Arts, a
membe r of the board of
trustees for American
Friends of the Paris Opera
and Ballet, and a me mber
of the board of directors of
the New York City Ballet,
among other arts organizations. (An interview with
Ambassador Mack is in
the spring 2003 issue of
Cardozo Life.)

Lautenberg Takes on
New Role
Another Board member,
Senator Frank Lautenberg
of New J ersey, was also in
the news this spring. A long
article in the June 5 issue
of The New York Times
foc used on the Senator's

new role as Democratic
spokesma n against the
Republican administra tion
and as "one of the most
surprising and talked-about
members of that staid
body." Since winning reelection two years ago,
Senator Laute nberg has
called for the resignation of
Donald H. Rumsfeld, ridiculed Vice President Dick
Che ney on the floor of the
Senate, called on Attorney
General John Ashcroft to
open an investigation of the
Treasury Department's
decision to
conduct a
highly critical analysis
of a tax plan
proposed by
John Kerry,
and was the
first Senate
Democrat to
raise questio ns about Pentagon-awarded contracts to
Halliburton.
According to the article,
Mr. La utenberg "no lo nger
feels he has a nything to
lose politically as h e serves
out what is likely to be his
last term in office, according to people who are close
to him ." La utenberg was
first elected to the Senate in
1982 and represented New
Jersey for l 8 years. He was
elected to a fourth te rm in
2002, after hav ing come out
of retireme nt to run in
place of Robe rt Torricelli,
who was involved in a n
ethics scandal.
CARDOZO LIFE

Board Elects
Brusiloff, Re-Elects
Others
At its meeting in June, the
Cardozo Board elected Paul
Brusiloff a membe1: A partner wi th Debevoise &
Plimpton LLP and a 1991
summa c um laude graduate
of the Law School, where
he serve d as ed itor-in-chief
of Cardozo Law Review,
Brusiloff is the 11th grad uate to join the Law School's
Board. De an David Rudenstine said, "Paul will bring
to the Board energy, enthu-

siasm, and good judgment."
"Cardozo gave me a
strong foundation," Brusi!off said. "I look forward to
seeing Cardozo conti nue its
tradition of providing the
highest-quality legal education, and I'm honored and
excited abou t the opportunity to work with my fellow
Board members and w ith
the Law School's outstanding faculty to help see that
the La w School continues
to flourish."
Following graduation,
Brusiloff served for two
years as a law clerk to the
Hon. Carol Los Mansmann,

US Court of Appeals, Third
Circuit. He joined th e New
York office of Debevoise in
1993 a nd is a m ember of
the securities and finance
practice groups wi thin the
corporate department. He
has developed a broad practice in corporate finance
and securities offerings,
including debt a nd equity
financing, and reca pitalization and restmcturing
transactions. His practice
has also included equipment finance work and
av iation matters.
After earning a B.A. from
Harvard University in 1986,

where he was active in
m us ic and theater, M1:
Brusiloff was a freelance
musician and compose1; and
was an artist-in-residence at
Harvard in 1986- 87.
The Cardozo Board also
re-elected the following
directors for a term to
expire in June 2006: Ronnie
Heyman, Stephen Judlowe,
Na te Kacew '98, Stephen
Katz, T homas H . Lee, Mark
S. Lieberman '84, Jeffrey H.
Loria, Barry A. Shen kman,
Stephen B. Siegel, Stephen
A. Weiss '90, and Sheldon
H . Solow.

Berg Foundation Funds Stipends for Fourth Year
Honoring the David Berg Foundation at a luncheon reception last
February, Dean David Rudenstine called the Foundation's assistance
"critical to the Law School's ability to give students the opportunity to begin structuring careers in public interest law and, through
this work and training, making a difference in the law and in
society." Dean Jerome Zoffer (far right, front row) and Michele
Cohn Tocci (fifth from right, back row), the board chair and president, respectively, of the Berg Foundation had the opportunity to
hear first-hand from st udents who received stipends how valuable
an experience their public interest internships had been.
The Foundation's consistent support has helped Cardozo provide
a more comprehensive public-interest education . For four years, it

has provided Cardozo students with a way to gain professional
experience in the practice of public interest law by fu ndi ng the
David Berg Public Interest Summer Stipends. The stipends are
much sought after by Cardozo students because they make it
possible to accept otherwise uncompensated internships in the
public or nonprofit sector.
Last summer, 20 students worked in various organizations, agencies, and institutions, including The Legal Aid Society, Criminal
Division; US Department of Justice; US Attorney's Office for the
Southern District; Safe Horizon; and t he King 's County Office of the
District Attorney. Some of them interned for judges at US Court of
Appeals, State Supreme, and US District Courts around the country.
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ClassActions
Class of 1979

Class of 1983

Class of 1986

Karen Kupersmith was promoted to director of arbitration at the New York Stock
Exchange, where she has
been an attorney since 1983 .
Seth Tuubc
joined the
firm of Baker
Botts as head
of the securities and business litigation
Seth Taube
depa rtment in
the firm's New York office.
Elliot Zimmennan wrote
"P2P File Sharing: Direct and
Indirect Copyiight Infringement," published in the May
issue of th e Florida Bar loumal.

Mark Folle nder joined the
firm of Scarinci & Hollenbeck
as counsel ; he focuses on
commercial real estate, corporate law and telecommunication law. Torri Krivosha was
re-elected chair of the governance committee of the
Minneapolis law fi rm of
Maslon Edelman Borman &
Bra nd. She assists businesses
in initial formation, capitalization, growth
th rough merger or acquisition, governance, and
general business matters.
Terri Kri vosha
She also negotiates joint ventures, distribution agreements, and licensing transactions. Jonathan
Sandelman was named president of Banc of Amelica
Securities LLC, where he will
lead debt a nd equity capital
markets. He was profiled in
"Movers & Shakers" in The Deal
in February. Sarah Steiner
appeared as a criminal defense expert on CBS News
Sunday during coverage of
Martha Stewart's trial.

Alle n I<adish b ecame a
shareholder in the New York
office of Greenberg Traurig.
He concentrates in the areas
of corporate c1isis management, business restructuring
and bankruptcy, creditors'
lights, a nd commercial litigation. Do uglas Robinson
became a shareholder in the
Washington, DC office of Banner & Witcoff. He practices in
the patent a nd trademark
areas. Mary WanderPolo was
profiled in the Verona-Cedar
Grove Tim es about her practice in Montclair, NJ. She specializes in estate planning,
elde r law, guardianships,
wills, trusts, probate and disability planning, and medicaid
applications.

Class of 1980
William Herbert had published two articles, "Protections for Public Employees
Who 'Blow the Wh istle,"' in
the New York State Bar Journal
(Febmary), and "The First
Amendment and Public
Sector Lab or Relations," in
Labor Lawyer (April). He also
made a presentation regarding free speech issues in
public employment at a joint
meeting of the A.BA and
NYSBA. Joel Miltlack.i was
named prosecutor to the Fair
Lawn municipal court in
New Jersey.

Class of 1982
Shosh ana Bookson was
elected president of the New
York State Trial Lawyers
Association in March.

Mayor Michael Bloomberg
appointed Susan Ste in
Danoff a judge of the Civil
Court in the City of New York.

Class of 1984
Robin Mitch ell Joyce
became a member of the
Nashville, TN law fi rm of
Bass, Berry & Sims.

Class of 1985
Eric Zaidins became of counsel in the Mount Kisco office
of The Law Offices of Neal
Rosenberg, specializing in
education law.
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Class of 1987

Meir (Mark) Feldman and
his wife, Tora, were appointed
associate rabbis of the TI:mple
Israel congregation in
Memphis, TN. Rabbi Feldman
was o rdained at Hebrew
Union College.Jewish Institute of Religion in 2003 afte r
practicing law fo r nine years.
Hon . David Gross was profiled in the Long Beach I-Jerald
in Ap1il. The article focused
on his expelie nces as a
Nassau County Distlict Court
judge. Ross N. Henn an received the Louis J . Lefkowitz
Memorial Award from New
York State Attorney Gene ral
Eliot Spitzer in June. Kenny
Schach ter, who has had galleries in New York since 1990,
has opened ROVE in London 's
East End. There, he will continue to show olde1; more
established artists and bring
attention to the work of
young, unrepresented, and
margi nalized artists. James
Schwartz became senior
managing director of GHP

US Senator Frank Lautenberg (left) swears in M ichael W ildes '89
as M ayor of Englewood, NJ on January S, 2004 . Michael's wife,
children, and father, adjunct Prof essor Leon Wildes, look on.
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Office Realty, LLC. !-le will
ove rsee the leasing, management, and construction of
GHP's portfolio and will identify and acquire new prope rties. Peter Alle n Weinmann
received the Outstanding Past
President Award from the
Buffalo/ Niagara Chapter of
the Ame1ican Jew ish Committee. ln his law practice, he
special izes in em ine nt domain
and assessment challenges.

Class of 1988
Sheri Goldberg was re-elected to the Livingston Board of
Education. She is vice preside nt a nd assistant ge neral
co unsel at CIT Group, Inc.
Larry Rosen opened a fra nchise of the Johnny Rockets
hamburger chain this summer in Forest Hills, NY. He
practices law at Rosen
We inhaus LLP in New York.
Gary Miller opened a law
practice s pecial izing in comme rc ial and residential real
estate in Rive rdale, NY.

Class of 1989
Jeff Weitzman b ecame
president and chief operating
officer of Coupons, Inc. in
northern California. In his
expanded role, Weitzman will
have direct responsibility for
all technology, operations,
marke ting, and finance functions. Fred Zemel was promoted to co unsel at Scarinci
& Hollenbeck, LLC. He is a
m e mber of the co rporate law
and commercial transactions
group. His practice also
e ncom passes intellectual
property and technology.

Class of 1990
Philip Braginsky was promoted to cou nsel at Scully
Scott Murphy & Presser in
FALL 200d

New Appointments Announced
for Career Services and Development
Over the last year, Patricia S. Weiss, Arthur F. Fama, Jr., and Leslie D. Thrope have been
appointed to leadership positions in the Office of Development and Office of Career
Services. Dean David Rudenstine, in noting how the Cardozo community will benefit
from these new hires, said, "Pat, Arthur, and Leslie bring expertise to their respective
jobs and dedication to the Law School. Their energy and team spirit are qualities that
help make Cardozo a productive and positive place for students, alumni, and friends."
Patricia Weiss was promoted to director of development after one year as associate
director. In making the announcement, Dan Forman, vice president of development at
Yeshiva University, said, " Pat has demonstrated strong
leadership skills, creativity, successful fundraising results,
and excellent interpersonal and communication skills."
She led successful fundraising drives at Riverdale Count ry
School, where she was president of the Parents Association
and a member of t he Riverdale board of trustees. Patricia
has a strong background as a communications specialist,
having worked at Brooklyn Law School in public relations,
managing media relations, and overseeing most of their
program publications and school magazine. Additionally,
she has been a writer and editor for various other venPatricia Weiss
tures, was a teacher for many years, and currently runs her
own business tutoring high school students in the independent school community.
Patricia holds a B.S. from Cornell University, an M.A. from Columbia University, and an
M.F.A. from Sarah Lawrence College.
Arthur Fama assumed the leadership of the Office of
Career Services last February following a long career as
counsel at Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, LLP
where he specialized in complex litigation. He holds a B.A.
from Cornell University and a J.D. from Fordham Law
School. He clerked for US District Judge Inzer B. Wyatt of
the Southern Dist rict, after which he served as an attorney
at the New York State Commission on Government
Integrity. Throughout his career, Mr. Fama has devoted substantial time and energy to pro bono activities. He was an
Arthur Fama
interi m program director and teacher at the New York Civil
Rights Coalition, served as a volunteer at a women's shelter, helped prepare and serve
meals for the needy, and has been active in bar associations. In commenting on his new
job, Arthur said, "In nearly 20 years of practice, I ra rely wit nessed the level of commitment and determination that appears to be endemic to the Cardozo student body. "
In addition to several new career counselors, Leslie Thrope has joined the Office of
Career Services as director of t he Center for Public Service Law. She will oversee t his
critical program that initiates and coordinates public service programming and assists
students and alumni in obtaining internships as well as summer and full-time employment with judges, government agencies, and public service organizations. She has
extensive experience in the public sector, where she was a family law attorney at the
Building Service 32B-J Legal Services Fund, representing union members and their
dependents. She was a legal intern to US district court magistrate Judge Ronald Ellis
and also worked at Brooklyn Legal Services Corporation A. and t he New York City
Commission on Human Rights. Leslie is a graduate of Antioch College and holds a J.D.
from City University of New York Law School.
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Garden City, NY. He specializes in counsel ing clie nts
through pate nt procurement
and litigation in the life
sciences, na noscie nces, and
telecom muting areas.

Class of 1991
Douglas Pulitzer was profiled in the New York Law
Journal in January. His solo

SHERI ROSENBERG '94 DIRECTS
NEW HUMAN RIGHTS AND GENOCIDE
CLINIC

Sh e ri Rosenb erg '94 recently re turned to
Cardozo to b e director of the Human Righ ts
and Genocide Clinic a nd d eputy director of the
Program in H olocaust and Human Rights
Studies. The Clinic, which b egin s in spring
2005, will give students first-ha nd experience in
human righ ts advocacy, while the Program in
Holocaust an d Human Rights Studies was
establish ed in fall 2003 to foster educa tion,
research an d advocacy on H olocaust-related
issu es a nd genocide prevention. "Cardozo h ad
a need for th ese p rograms and I h ad a n eed to
be part of them ," Rosenberg said. "I feel grateful
to be here."
In 2000, Rosenberg was on e of two lawyers
selected by the US Dep artment of State to work
fo r the H uman Rights Ch a mbe r in Sarajevo,
Bosnia, and H erzegovina. Ther e sh e research ed
and wrote judicial opinions for tl1e judges of the
Human Rights Ch amb e r, an interna tional court
established u nder the Dayton Peace Agreement,
and trained local lawyers a nd judges in human
rights law. "The work was fascina ting,"
Rosenberg said. "I was there for two years and it
felt like a day a nd a h alf."
Subsequ e ntly, sh e was a warded a huma n
righ ts fellowsh ip at Columbia University, wh e re
sh e worked for the United Nations' Office for
the Coordination of H umanitarian Affairs, a nd
completed her LL.M. In addition to working
with several h uman 1igh ts organizations, she
was a civil rights litigator in private p ractice an d
an assistant corpora tion counsel with th e New
York City Law Department.
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practice, based in Locust
Valley, NY, includes software
licensing, data development
agreements, and prop1ietary
property acquisitions.

Class of 1992
Jeffrey Ifrah was promoted

to of counsel in the Wash ington, DC office of Paul,
Hastings, Janofsky & Walker.
He concentrates h is litigation
practice on government
investigations, government
procurement, a nd international trade.

Class of 1993
Stephanie Adle r became a

partner in the Orlando office
of Jackson Lewis LLP. Sh e
concentrates in all areas of
e mployment litigation.
George Brieger joined the
Garden City, NY fi rm of
Scully Scott Murphy &
Presser as a patent attorney.
He will assist in prepating
a nd prosecuting US and international patent applications in
the informatio n tech nology
field and will counsel clie nts
in th e areas of pate nt infri ngement, validity, and patent
licensing. Jeffrey Fleischman
ope ned h is own law office in
New York City. After ni ne
years as an associate with
Raul Lionel Felder, PC, Brett
Kimmel with his wife, Jodi
(Sharp) Kimmel '01, has
opened 111e Law Office of

Bre tt Kimmel, PC in New
York City, specializing in
matrimonial and family court
matters. Brett recently wo n
$35,000 per montJ1 in child
support fo r the son of Sean
"P. Diddy" Combs. 111e
amount is said to be the highest ever awarded.

Class of 1994
Susan Bernstein's article
"New Privacy Concern for
Employee Benefit Pla ns:
Combating Jdentity Theft"
was published in the
Jan./Feb. issue of Compensation and Benefits Review.
Joseph Fein was profiled in
the Nassau Herald in AptiJ for

h is representation of children
with learning and physical
disabilities. Bryan Grimaldi
received an Agency Counsel
Recogn ition Award from the
New York City Law Depar tment. He works for the
Mayor's Commission fo r the
UN, protecting the city's interests under inte rnational treaty
organizations. Dean a nd
Melissa Shalit had twi n sons,
Spencer Blake and Sawyer
Cole, in May 2003.

Class of 1995
Ste ve n Fromewick became

an administrative law judge
fo r the New York City parking
violations bureau and a hearing officer for the transit adjudication bureau. Linda
Lourie is serving with the
Coalition Provisional AutJ1ori ty
in Baghdad, Iraq. As a n attorney with the US Pate nt and
Trademark Office, she is d rafting new laws fo r Iraq as part
of the Office of the General
Counsel. Serving with her is
Yeshiva Un iversity alum nus
Efraim Cohen, YC'72.
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Class of 1996

Class of 1997

Paul Johnson joined the Los
Angeles law fi rm of Tucker
Ellis & West as an associate.
Jeff Marx won the Tony
award for best musical score
for his Broadway hit Avenue Q.
Rina Toran is assistant general counsel at Centerplate in
Stamford,CT. Shai Waisman
became a partner at Weil
Gotshal & Manges, where he
has practiced bankruptcy law
since 1996. Carrie Zeh.fuss
was recognized by Trial
Lav,yers Care for her extraordinary effort in a nationwide endeavor to provide free
legal se rvices fo r victi ms of
the September 11, 2001
terrorist attacks.

Jacqueline Klosek was profiled in "Forty Under 40" in
NJBiz Magazine. She is an
associate in th e intellectual
property practice at Goodwin
Proctor in Roseland. She also
volunteers h er time to the
Afghanistan Transitional
Commercial Law Project of
the ABA to promote private
investment there. Lauren
Kohl joined the Boston firm
of Bu rns and Levinson LLP as
an associate in the trusts a nd
estates group. Stephanie
Rosenblatt Korenman and
her husband, Jeffrey, h ad a
son, Max Alexander, in December 2003. She is an associate in the financial markets

group of Duane Morris LLP,
practicing secmities regulation, arbitration, a nd litigation.

Class of 1998
Donna Ahlstrand joined the
New York City De partment of
Legal Services as special
assistant corporation cou nsel
for the Administration of
Children's Services. Jonathan
Bayer married Elizabeth
Leichtung in December. He is
an associate at Weil, Gotsh al
& Manges. Kenne th Carter
married Elizabeth Renner in
March . He is counsel for business and economics in the
office of strategic planning
and policy analysis at the
Federal Commu nications

Commission in Washington,
DC. Laurence I<agan opened
the law firm of Kagan &
Gavrin in Philadelphia, PA.
Harry Valetk was an expert
panelist on the Monte/
Williams Show in March, discussing identity theft.

Class of 1999
Daniel Schocnbergjoined the
New York office of Andrews
Kurth LLP as a tax associate.
Dwayne Turner was named
superintendent of A. G. Holley
Hospital in Palm Beach, FL.
He wiJI h elp the development
of the Florida Institute for
Public Health on the Lantana
campus. Jennifer van
Bergen was profiled in New

Alumni Admitted to US Suprem e Court
Josh Annenberg '89
David Ant ler '00
Michael Bachrach '99
Thomas Benigno '79
Ralph Bittelari '00
David Bomzer '00
Louis Carotenuto '83
Juana Cortes de Torres '90
Gregory Dell '00
Richard Horow itz '96
Mario Joseph '95
Boris Kogan '94
Adam Kohn '98
Dennis Metnick '86
Kenneth Pinczow er '89
Sheri Rosenberg '94
Jeffrey Soilson '97
Lavi Soloway '92
Renato Stabile '97
Elaine Stein '93
Ole Varmer '87
David Weisberg '99
Bernard Weiss '84
Twenty-four alumni were admitted to the Bar of the United States Supreme Court on March 29 and 30,

Robert Zonenshein '98

2004. Greetings from Justice Sandra Day O'Connor were a special bonus.

F A LL

2004
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Alumni Association
Elects New Members to
Executive Committee

Rachel Bendit '03 (third from right} hosted a party for admitted
students in her home in Ann Arbor, M l. Matthew Bower '02
(far right}, who is an associate at Safford & Baker in Bloomfield Hills
also attended.

Times magazine. Her book
The 7lvilight of Democracy: The
Bush Plan for America will be

his wife, Michelle, had a
daughter, Gianna Genevieve,
in February.

published in fall 2004.

Class of 2003
Class of 2000
Adam Lurie hosted a panel
discussion for the ABA white
collar crime committee, entitled "Federal Sentencing: The
Effect of the Ashcroft Memorandu m on White Collar
Prosecutions." He is an associate at Cadwalader Wickersham
& Toft LLP in Washington,
DC. Rebecca Mo1Tis joined
the legal department of
channel Thirteen/WNET
Aarti 'Tundon's entertainment law practice has become associated with the law
firm of Shukat Arrow Hafer
& Webe1; which represents
Grammy award-winning
artists, record producers,
music fes tivals, record labels,
and music venues. Edward
Timmer joined the firm of
Heslin Rothenberg Farley &
Mesiti PC as an associate. He
focuses on patent law.

Class of 2001
Alan Gotthelf was quoted in
"Older New Lawyers Bring
Other Talents to the Toble" in
the New York Law Joumal in
April. Joseph Inzerillo and
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Rachel Bendit and her husband, Mark Bernstein, had a
son, Noah Bendit Bernstein,
in July. Erica Gloger joined
the Washington, DC finn of
West & Feinberg as a n associate. Kimberly Mandel joined
the firm of Ruskin Moscou
Faltischek as an associate.
Antoinette Schindel joined
the labor departme nt of the
Mineola fim1 of Meyer Suozzi
English & Klein. Daniel
Silber joined the real estate
group of Nixon Peabody LLP
in the Rochester office. In
2003, Kelly Slavitt published
"The Copyright Term Extension Act: We May Know the
Words, But Can We Find the
Ham1ony?" in the Michigan
State University Detroit College
of Law Joumal of International
Law & Practice and "V-7hen Is
Display of Images on Internet
Considered Fair Use" in the
New York Law Journal. She is
an associate at Thelen Reid &
Priest, LLP.

On Ju ne 17, the Cardozo Alumni Association held its
b est-attended an n ual meeting since its inception four
years ago. Alumni shared their ideas on how to improve
alumni relations and volunteered to participate on
Association committees. Official business included
voting for the alu mni representatives who will serve
two-year terms on the executive committee.
Accomp1ishments of the past term include:
.,. the chair of the Alumni Association to be recognized
as an ex officio member of the Cardozo Board
of Directors
Rosemary Byrne '80 recognized as Alumna of the
Year at the first Alumni Awards Ceremony
Cardozo's first gradu ating class celebrated its
25th reunion
a series of continuing legal education programs
alumn i receptions in California, Florida, Georgia,
Massachusetts, and New York
:: social a nd cul tural events such as The Nutcracker
and Yankees Opening Day
:;: alumni-student mentoring and networking

A Florida alumni reception was held at The Breakers Hotel
in Palm Beach. (From left} Richard Cohen '86, April Bennett '03,
Robert Cabral '02, Steven Stepper '86, Gary Krasner '84, and
Joel Passick '80.

IN MEMORIAM

Peter Aquilone '99
Jordan Bennett '02

Be Part of the
Cardozo Alumni

$1 M. on
II

Challenge
For the next two years, every $1 contributed by
Cardozo alumni counts as $2

The executive committee meets once a month to address
issues that affect alumni, plan meaningful events to promote graduates and assist them in their career development, and help the Law School achieve its ambitious
goals. Please contact the Office of Alumni Affairs if you
would like to participate on a committee. The fu ture success of the Law School depends on alumni involvemen t.
The Alumni Association Executive Committee for 2004 is
as follows (new members are noted with an asterisk):
Howard Abrahams '94

Past Chair

Robert Berns te in '95*

Corresp onding Secretary

Marilyn Bodner '92

Co-Chair, Class Representatives/
Outreach Committee

Paul Brusiloff '91 •

Member

Audrey Burke '98*

Member

Rosemary Byrne '80

Co-Chair, Class Representatives/
Outreach Committee

Glenda Dixon '92

Co-Chair, Student/ Alumni
Relations

Yeshiva University President Richard M. Joel has
give n Cardozo the opportunity to double the value
of all alumni gifts received in the next two years.
Yeshiva will match contributions dollar for dollar.
The matching funds will reduce debt the Law
School incurred to complete the stunning new
capital projects. All money ra ised for Cardozo will
stay at Cardozo.
A NNUAL FUND

::· Your unrestricted gift wiJl make a difference in
the life and dreams of the Law School
::: Dean's Leadership Circle recognizes donors to
the Annual Fund at $1,000 or more
M AJOR GIFTS AND ENDOWMEN T S

·:: Continued facilities enhancements include
refurbishing seminar rooms, classrooms, and
student and facul ty lounges
::: Purchase seats in the new Jacob Burns
Moot Court Room

Ilene Fish '94*

Recording Secretary

Orlee Goldfeld '99 *

Member

Sandy Hausler '87

Vice Chair

Tonya Kennedy '92

Chair, Activities Committee

Howard Leib '83

Chair

Marc Leiberstein '92 *

Chai,; Career Development
Committee

It is your participation and consistent giving year
after year that ensures Cardozo's future. With
your help and confidence in Cardozo, there is
nothing we cannot accomplish.

Rachel Nash '99

Co-Chair, Student/ A lumni
Relations Committee

Now you can make your gift online at www.cardozo.
yu.edu/ givingl ways.asp.

Dominick Schirripa '03* Chair,
Recent Graduates Committee
Josh Sohn '97

Past Chair

Noel Williams '87

'Ireasurer

Mark Yagerman '79

Vice Chair

::: Programmatic initiatives such as acade mic
centers, scholarshi ps, and fac ulty chairs

All gifts are tax deductible to the extent allowed by
law, and are welcome in cash, securities, or propaty.
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Dean's Leadership Circle Donors
The Dean's Leadership Circle, recogn izing generous members of the

Law School events throughout the year, are acknowledged in

Cardozo commun ity who give $1,000 or more to the Law School's

important publications, and are honored at a special recognition

Annual Fund, represents a core group of supporters who inspire the

dinner with the Dean and Chair of Cardozo's Board of Directors.

entire Cardozo community with their leadership and level of

We w elcome t he partnership of our alumni, parents of Cardozo

commitment t o making a sign ificant difference in the life of the

students, and all friends of Cardozo in our pursuit of excellence.

Law School. Leadership Circle members receive special invitations to

DEAN'S CIRCLE PARTN ER
(S 10,000 & ABOVE)

Anonymous (3)
Martin and Phyllis Berman
Kenneth and Sherry
Endelson
*Kathryn 0. Greenberg '82 and
Alan C. Greenberg
*Stephen P. Judlowe
* Ambassador Earle I. Mack
Stanley and Susan Rosenblatt
Bernard and Cynthia Rosenson
Lawrence Ruben, Esq.
DEAN'S CIRCLE COUNSELOR
(S 5,000-S9,999)

Lawrence Barth '84
Lawrence P. Blenden '86
Greg Feldman '83
Jerrold Levy '98
Mitchel Maidman '88
Hannah and Dr. David Rabinowitz
Romie Shapiro
*Barry Shenkman
*Rachel Warren '92

D EAN 'S CIRCLE ASSOCIATE
( S2,500-S4, 9 99)

Rosemary Byrne '80
Jeffrey and Arlene Cohan
David Eigen '93
Clifton Elgarten '79
*Hon. Sandra Feuerstein '79
Raymond Gindi '92
Jane Goldblum '79
Matthew Gould '84
David Isaac '89
* Steven and Ruth Katz
David Kessler '82
Edward and Lucille Kimmel
Foundation, Inc.
Meyer Last '82
Gerald Migdol '79
Marjorie Miller '84
Georgeanne Moss '88
Stephanie Mudick '81
Sarah Steiner '83
DEAN'S CIRCLE M EM BER
( S1,000-S 2,499)

Sandy Ashendorf '84
Eunice Becker '79
Rachel Bendit '03

Leonard Benowich '79
Mark and Wendy Biderman
Sarah Billinghurst
Hon. Joel Blumenfeld
Shoshana Bookson '82
Donna Costa '87
Sanford Dumain '81
Joan Ehrlich '87
Jeffrey Fleischman '93
Arthur Freierman ·so
Gilbert and Shelley Harrison
Mary F. and James Holden
*President and Mrs. Richard M. Joel
William Langfan
*Hon. Frank Lautenberg
Steven Levin '88
Loubess Foundation
Frank Macchiarola
Steve ·oo & Natalie Maksin '03
Kenneth Matthews '79
Mark Oh '98
Michael Pope ·oo
Rabbi David and Sylvia Posner
Rachel Posner '02
Leonard Ritz '96
Michelle Roth Parker '94
William Rubenstein '81

Cathie Perselay Seidman '79
Barbara Seril '95
Jonathan Sherman '89
Frederic Siegel '82
*Bonnie Steingart '79
Jacqueline Stuart '90
Harris Sufian '79
Karel Turner '87
Fred Weiler '95
*Stephen A. Weiss ·90
Paul Verkuil
Susan Whitehead '82
Davida Williams '03
Mark Yagerman '79

* Denotes member or honorary
member of Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law Board of Directors
Every effort has been made to
ensure the accuracy of these lists.
If your name has been misprinted
or omitted. please contact us so
that our records can be corrected.

Alumni Annual Giving 2003-04
During 2003-04, Cardozo alumni contributed generously to the

Last year, alumni gave over $325,000 to Cardozo representing more

Law School supporting vital services such as scholarship assistance,

than 8% of graduates.

faculty recruitment and research, library resources, technology,

In particular, support for the Annual Fund provides the Law

symposia and lectures, and building improvements. Without funds

School with the margin of excellence that characterizes Cardozo and

for these continually expanding and changing needs, Cardozo would

its continued development as an outstanding Law School. We deeply

not be able to continue its extraordinary growth and advancement.

appreciate your support.

CLASS OF 1979

Eunice Becker
Jonathan Bello
Leonard Benowich
Soraya Z. Berg
Lori Ann Bernath
Stephen Blumert
Barbara Brandes Starkes
Melanie Buckley
Sharon Cantor
Geoffrey Chanin
Richard Corenthal
Barbara Dietz
Howard F. Dubs
Clifton S. Elgarten
Susan Feldman-Gordon
*Hon. Sandra Feuerstein
Gerard Giannattasio
Jane Goldblum
Jerry Goldfeder
Wayne Greenwald
Ellen Gursky
Aryeh Guttenberg
Susan Gwertzman
Eli Halpern
Rochelle Feder Hansen
Irv Hepner
Henriette D. Hoffman
Brian Hopkins
Sarah J. Jelin
Howard Joffe
Ilene Kass
Susan Kassapian
Tamar K. Klein
Henry Kruman
Carole Lamson
Elaine Laurence
Faye Leoussis
Hallie Levie
Thomas Markovits
Noemi Masliah
Kenneth Matthews
Ellen McBride
Gerald s. Migdal
Marian B. Morris
Mark Moskovitz
Mark Partnow
Debra Petrover
Denise Rabinowitz
Susan Rand
Jean Rigg

Mark D. Rolnik
Joseph Rosenberg
Harriet W. Rothfeld
Todd Rubinstein
Joseph Sabounghi
Glenn Schattner
Leon Segen
Cathie Perselay Seidman
Laurie Shapiro-Stieber
Edward Daniel Siegel
Mitchell Spinac
Esti Stahler
*Bonnie Steingart
Martha Cohen Stine
Harris I. Sufian
Miriam Szapiro
Muriel Alix Tebid
Faith Toraby
Robinanne Turiel
Janis Goldberg Warren
Miriam Weintraub
Ellen S. Weisburd
Mark Yagerman
CLASS OF 1980

Susan Frances Bernstein
Sharon Blau
Nancy L. Bloomgarden
Rosemary C. Byrne
Ellen R. Cherrick
Glenn Forman
Myra Freed
Arthur P. Freierman
Gary J. Galperin
Robert Fred Giusti
Wendi Gail Glassman
Bruce Gold
Steven Goldenberg
Allan Goldfarb
Teresa M. Grant Stoeth
William Herbert
Susan Herman
William Holcomb
Debbie lnsdorf
Aaron Jacoby
Muriel Kaplan
Isaac Lyumkis
Robert P. Mulvey
William Seth Null
Joel Passick
Bruce Roberts

Beverly Block Rosenbaum
Arleen Rubin-Klores
Gail Segal
Lynda Sherri Smith
Lisa Carol Spring
K. C. Victor
Paul H. Weinstein
Carol Ann Werblin
CLASS OF 1981

Ava Alterman
Audrey Sandler Bernhardt
Lawrence Braunstein
Arlana S. Cohen
Charles de la Fuente
Monte Dube
Sanford P. Dumain
Wendie Elovich
Steven Seth Genkin
Linda Molinsky Gold
Roberta Goodman
Robert Charles Graubard
David C. Green
Susan Grossman
Mitchel lban Herstic
Jon Jacobs
James David Kornreich
Ann J. Lieb
Stephanie Beth Mudick
Ann O'Shea
Daniel A. Reingold
Leah Katz Richman
William Rubenstein
Francine H. Shebell
Alice Kahn Spitz
Judith Wildman
CLASS OF 1982

Edward Gary Baer
Christopher Bishop
Shoshana T'mima Bookson
Elissa Broad
Maxine L. Gerson
Amy G. Gewirtz McGahan
Dena Ann Gorbaty
*Kathryn 0. Greenberg
Meredith J. Kornreich
Meyer Last
Rosalind Lichter
Peter M. Nadler
Mark Samuel Ross

Kenneth Schatten
Eric Morris Schmidt
Frederic Siegel
Bruce Somerstein
Gary Philip Steinberg
Toby Stone
Daniel Tritter
Marsha Weinstein
Susan Whitehead
Jeffrey P. Wiegand
CLASS OF 1983

Joseph Altman
Ellie Becker
David Cherna
Eric I. Cohen
Gail Cohen
Amy Legow Cohn
Jaymie Einhorn
Kerry Marshal Elgarten
Gale Elston
Greg S. Feldman
Alan S. Fox
Adam Friedman
Paula Gold
Joelle L. Halperin
Amy Natterson Kroll
Sarabeth A. Kufeld
Lillian Joan Laserson
Harold Levine
Esther E. Mildner
Bruce Mogavero
Jill Newfield
Elisabeth Naomi Radow
Brian Sahn
Minna E. Schneider
David F. Silver
Scott Silverman
Melvin A. Simon
Steven Skulnik
Neil Geoffrey Sparber
Sarah Steiner
Diane Weinstein-Vasilkioti
Jay Ziffer
CLASS OF 1984

Sandy Ashendorf
Lawrence Barth
Stuart Beckerman
John H. Bauman
Michael B. Berman

Marion K. Borko
George Cohen
Steven Ettinger
Matthew Gould
James D. Horwitz
Oscar Abraham Jaeger
David S. Katz
Sharon D. Katz-Pearlman
David Kravitz
Elyse Kremins
Diane Kuhn
Irwin Kuhn
Lisa B. Landsman
Andrew Russell Meyers
Marjorie Miller
Susan Miller
Marcie Orley
Peninah R. Y. Petruck
Lisa Robinson
Marcia Ruskin
Iris Schneider
Philip C. Silverberg
Martin A. Spigner
Jonathan Strum
Daniel Utevsky
Mindy E. Wachtel-Silverberg
Audry Weintrob
Mark Weissmann
Laurie Zeligson
CLASS OF 1985

Janet B. Barsky
Susan Cohen
Caryl Ellis
Ellen L. Federman
J. Steven Feldman
Miriam Feldstein
Ann Fishman
Deborah Chapman Goldstein
Susan H. N. Greenfield
Suzanne Hanau
Sandra R. Holtz
Janet L. Cohen Kaplan
Morris J. Kaplan
Charles J. Kleiner
Steven Krieger
Roberta Kronheim
Steven McGinty
Valery L. Molot
Jonathan E. Sirota
Lisa Spiegel

Members of every class
gave to this year's Annual Fund.
FALL 2004
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Nearly 30% of the members of the class of '79
gave to the annual fund during this,
their 25th anniversary year.
Steven Steinmetz
Lawrence Stone
Nina Taylor
William Torres
Sindy R. Udell
Michael K. Ungar
Joan G. Waks
David L. Wallen
Kate Rabassa Wallen
Brian Zimmerman

Steven Levin
Alec Lipkind
Jeanie Robin Milbauer
Gary Miller
Mara B. Moradoff
Georgeanne H. Moss
Nathan S. Muller
Vivien Nairn
Lawrence Rosen
Ira Silfin
Mary Isabelle Swartz

CLASS OF 1986

Adrienne Brody Alexander
Karen Berger
Rafael I. Castellanos
Richard D. Cohen
Jared Eisenstat
Harold Eisenstein
Jay A. Ganzman
Andrew M. Gold
Paule Apter Harris
Eileen Seligson Janowsky
Alesia J. Kantor
Deborah Katz
Erica Sawyer Kempler
Jeffrey Lewis
Craig S. Provorny
Philip Rosenberg
Allan Rothschild
Samuel Rubin Rudansky
Robin Schlaff
Arthur Silverman
Jacqueline Tunkel
Mary E. WanderPolo

CLASS OF 1989

CLASS OF 1987

Ruth H. Axelrod
Eric S. Blumencranz
Sean Cohen
Laura Davis

Rick Antonott
Alexander G. Arato
Susan Birke-Fiedler
Barbara Cohn
Lenore Davis-Stern
Robert J. Dellott
Michael K. Fistel
Thomas Furth
Marcia J. Goldstein
David Isaac
Renee Lautman
Faith C. Litvack
Cara Londin
Lorraine Nadel
Erica Prager
Robin S. Press
Lauren Salit
Jonathan L. Sherman
Karen Waterman
Jeffrey W. Weitzman
CLASS OF 1990

Jeffrey H. Brown
Donna Costa
Susan Stein Danoff
Diane Edbril
Joan Ehrlich
Joel Epstein
Alan S. Futerfas
Anita Grosz
Steven T. Halperin
Sanford Hausler
Marc D. Kemp
Gail Levine-Rubel
Nancy Miller
Laura Sillins
Adam Spilka
Joseph M. Vann
Stephen Verp
Noel Williams
CLASS OF 1 988

Larry Cunningham
Joan Donnelly
Ellen Drachman
Irene Claudia Feldman
Jerrold Fuchs
Harold Gordon
Benjamin Kaufman
Edward Larkin King
Stephan Robert Leone
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Diane Enzinna
Lawrence Falk
Charles Gershbaum
Hillel Goldstein
Odesa Gorman-Stapleton
Andrea Greene
Andrew W. Krantz
Alese Landes
Judith F. Lebson
Louis Leeder
Tami Morachnick
Bebe Novich
Debra Z. Samuelson
Jacqueline B. Stuart
*Stephen A. Weiss
Ross L. Weston
Amy Zeidman
Peter Zlotnick
CLASS OF 1991

Ilene Altman
Lynda Braun
Andrew I. Cohen
Eric P. Eisenstadt
Cheryl Figlin
Stephanie B. Furgang-Adwar
Lisa Gershon
Patricia Givens
Robin Green
Melissa Reiner Greener
Judith B. Kunreuther
Michael Levine
Lisa Lisser
Rachelle Mandelbaum
Kenneth W. Newman
Seth Park
Stacey Richman
Jay Safar
Sherry Silver

Barbara Klotz Silverstone
Tracy Springer
Douglas R. Wolf
CLASS OF 1992

Lila P. Adwar
Stephen H. Block
Marilyn Bodner
Gabriel Boyar
Glenda Dixon
Katherine H. Fritts
Raymond Gindi
Adam Gottbetter
Leonard Guttman
Elaine Margret Harrison
Tanya Kennedy
Asher Israel Labendz
Adam H. Leibner
Alissa D. Makower
Michael Meiselman
Barry Negrin
Susan E. Schuchinski
Weintraub
Arthur Tasker
* Rachel L. Warren
Mary P. Watson
Jaime Weiss
Carla Schuman Wise
Carol E. Wolk
Bradley Young
CLASS OF 1993

Averlyn Archer
Amy L. Berns
David R. Buchanan
Michael Sunder
Lisa A. Catalano
Douglas M. Cohen
Walda M. Decreus

Tanis Deitch
David Eigen
Franklin M. Englander
Jeffrey A. Fleischman
Seth Gillman
Lynn Ginsberg-Margo
Evan Glassman
*Shimmie Horn
Frederick Levine
Sheri Faith London
Pamela M. McLaughlin
Caryn Silverman Pitchon
Lorraine A. Raggio
* James Schwalbe
Lisa Wallack
CLASS OF 1994

Peter Adelman
Anonymous
Carol Hogan Ash
Susan Bernstein
Julie Brail
Kenneth Fieldston
Ilene Rubin Fish
Joshua Gold
Daniel An Gutstein
Marcy Hanh-Saperstein
William Kaplan
David Kekst
Matthew Kluger
John Toby Ludwig
Timothy Matteson
Denise Minor
Jeremy Paul
Michelle Roth Parker
Adam Safer
Zachary Samton
Dean J. Shalit
Mark Ari Treitel
Douglas Turnbull
Alan Wolf
CLASS OF 1995

Jill Aschkenasy
Tammy Bieber
Ilana Blass
Adam Chernichaw
Debra Cordova
Linda Cohen Hyatt
Felicia Kaplan
Edith A. Lohman
Linda Farber Post
Barbara Seril
David W. Sheffey
Joel Tennenberg
Fred Weiler
Gregory Wong
CLASS OF 1996

David H. Baskind
Stacey Millicent Baukrnght
Lawrence Blenden
Monica B. Z. BermanBorochoff
Daniel Bernstein

C AR D O ZO LI FE

Jessica Friedman Blazer
Orland Campbell, Jr.
Jacqueline G. Eckhouse
David Goldsmith
Jill llan Berger lnbar
Roni A. Jacobson
Jennifer Ann Klein
Neil J. Koren
Leonard Ritz
Lucille A. Roussin
Hope AlisonWeiner
Glenn Zuckerman

Faith Friedman
Lisa Rachel Goldenberg
Jay Heinrich
David Haskell Jones
Rebecca Nell Kaufman
Jerrold G. Levy
Mark Oh
Dina Opici
David M. Orbach
Tricia R. Pantzer
Vered Rabia
Leslie Rosen
Eugene Schneur
George D. Wachtel

CLASS OF 1997

Ira L. Brandriss
Michael P. Carbone
Michelle M. Graham
Louis D. Greenstein
Benjamin Gruberg
Tzipora Hornstein
Adam D. Kamenstein
Karyn Kornfeld
Aleksander Milch
Alan Mindel
Menashe Shapiro
Renato Stabile

CLASS OF 1999

Maria Anastasia
Helen Borjas
Cecilia Capers
David Diamond
Steven Friedland
Orlee Goldfeld
David L. Heath
Elizabeth Kase
Jed Melnick
Rachel H. Nash
Jennifer Sobol
Jason Vogel

CLASS OF 1998

Richard Fierberg

CLASS OF 2000

Tiffany Cale
Jennifer B. Cannata
Abdon de la Pena
Steven M. Field
Melissa Franco
Erica Goldberg
Vanessa Ignacio
Elisabeth C. Kann
Brett Kaplicer
Judith Lewin
Adam S. Lurie
Valerie P. Mahoney
Vsevolod L. Maksin
Joanna Raby
Laura Rosenberg
Rachel Scheinmann
Susan B. Schwab
Steven Stern
Margo Strahlberg
CLASS OF 2001

Mary Alestra
Karen P. Bekker
Jennifer Brown
Noah C. Goldberg
Joseph Inzerillo
Gaston Kroub
Joel Kruger

Gordon Novad
Marc S. Perlman
Ari J. Sauer
Kara B. Schissler
Marc Simon
Walter J. Storey
CLASS OF 2002

Theodore Bartholow
Henry J. Cittone
Seth Curkin
Vladimir Elgart
Kevin Fritz
Jennifer L. Hudson
Virginia H. Johnson
Sarah S. Jones
Alan Landau
Elana Levine Lederman
David Loretto
Jordan H. Mautner
Rachel L. Posner
Hongxu Qin
Andrew Rodman
Todd Rosenberg
Danielle Shalov
Andrew Strauss
Christopher M. Van De Kieft
Laurence Wong

CLASS OF 2003

Ezekiel Arlin
Rachel Bendit
Benjamin Charkow
Gregory Coughlin
Eyal Eisig
Metthew Fernand
Jonathan Gess
Deborah Ginsberg
Joshua Glick
Erica Hirsch
Eric Hochstadt
Abby Zimmerman Kaufthal
Christine Kelly
Natalie Maksin
Brendan Murray
Carlie Parsoff
Colette Reiner
Cliff Schneider
Jaye Seidlin
Sherri Taub
Davida Williams
CLASS OF 2004

Emily Compton
Andrew GraBois

Friends of Cardozo Annual Giving 2003-04
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law wishes to thank its many friends for their generous support
and invaluable contribution to the vigor of intellectual life at the Law School.
Rachel B.Abbott
James Samuel Adams
Katherine R. Albitz
Madeline M. Anbinder
Reed C. Andrew
Anonymous (4)
Nancy P. Aronson
Ashwin-Ushas Corporation,
Inc.
Gloria C. Atkinson
Atlantic Philanthropies
Attorney General's Fund
Litigation Settlement Fund
Thomas P. Bakersmith
Bar/Bri Group
Baron and Budd, P.C.
Danny Baror
Carole L. Basri
Harry M. Beck
Dr. Barry Behrens
The David Berg Foundation
Paul B. Bergman
Martin and Phyllis Berman
Mark and Wendy Biderman
Sarah D. Billinghurst
Geoffrey L. Blaisdell
Lowell Blankfort
Harvey R. Blau
Hon. Joel Blumenfeld
Estate of Simon Bond
Nina Bonderow
David Bozeman
Dolores C. Bradley
Norman Braman

FALL 2004

Thomas Brazier
Helen Louise Brown
Willard B. Brown
Victor Buccola
Louise & Arde Bulova Fund
Bulova Gale Foundation
Ellisa E. Burns
Jacob Burns Foundation
Robert Calvert
Bill Campbell
Robert Campos
Nelly Cassis
Moon C. Chang
Charitable Gift Fund
Richard and Dale Charkow
Mark T. Clarkin
Jeffrey and Arlene Cohan
Avraham Cohen
Edward Cohen
George N. Cohen
Rosalie P. Coleman
Jon C. Crook
Arie & Ida Crown Memorial
Jason A. Cubert
Maria M. Cucullu
Jacobs Debrauwere, LLP
Dan W. Dodson Jr.
East Village Realty Assoc, LLC
Rebecca Elber
Susan Embree
Kenneth M. and Sherry
Endelson
James R. Evenhuis
Valerie Farnham

Edward G. Fener
Howell L. Ferguson
Robert M. Fezekas
Judith and Robert Fiestal
Michele A. Filorimo
Constance J. Fishbach
Daniel Fishbach
Stephen A. Fishbach
David A. Fisk
Five Millers Family Foundation
Dr. Stephen H. Floersheimer
Ernest J. Fontaine &
Associates Inc.
Joseph L. Forstadt
Eugene Forsyth
Seth Freeman
James P. Freund
Robert L. Frame
Leo Frumkin
Gair, Gair, Conason,
Steigman & Mackauf
Don I. Gard
Garden City Group Inc.
Dr. Tessa Gardner
Joanna Garelick
Roberta Gilbert
Antonio Gisbert
Glickenhaus Foundation
Richard Goldman
Martin B. Goldstein
Toby Golick
Ruth Gotthelf
Paul A. Gough
The Phillips Green Foundation

Alan C. Greenberg
Rosalie Griffin
Jim Grigsby
Frank D. Grosshans
Guacamole Fund
Charles M. Haines
Margaret S. Hall
Heidi Hamann
Rita Hamner
Elizabeth Ann Hargrave
Gilbert and Shelley Harrison
Lyell D. Henry Jr.
Alan M. Herman
Michael Herz
*Samuel J. and Ronnie
Heyman
Judith Hibshoosh
Gerald E. Hillier
Hillier Consulting and
Management
Mary F. and James Holden
Fred Hone
Genia Horn
Jonathan Horn
*Shimmie Horn
Ronnie L. Horowitz
Carl D. Jaffee
Michael Jesselson
Jewish Communal Fund of
New York
Jewish Community
Federation of Cleveland
President Richard Joel
JP Morgan Settlement Fund

*Stephen B. Judlowe
Herbert Kaplan
Rafael Kapustin
Dr. Joel Karp
Erick Kasner
Marvin D. Katz
*Steven W. and Ruth Katz
Hugh Keith-Johnston
Capri Kelley
Bruce G. Kelley
Edward & Lucille Kimmel
Foundation, Inc.
Kirkland & Ellis Foundation
Ortal Kirson-Trilling
Joyce Kitey
Lynne G. Koeppel
Leslie Koury
David Krell
Allan I. Krieger
Sharon Beth Kristal
John Kroell
Herbert Kronish
Rachael Kufrissen
*Dr. Ira Kukin
* Jonathan Kukin
Jayne M. Kurzman
Charles Kushner
La Crosse Jewish Welfare
Fund
Ward la Fleur
Michael J. Lane
William K. Langfan
*Senator Frank R. Lautenberg
John J. Lawrence
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Barbara J. Ledeen
*Thomas H. Lee
Leumi USA Investment Corp.
Heidi J. Levy
Sarah Levy
Peter B. Lewis
C. Richard Long
*Jeffrey H. Loria
David J. Losk
Loubess Foundation
Phoenix Lundstrom
Frank Macchiarola
* Ambassador Earle I. Mack
Ruth Mack
Magnetic North, Inc.
Frederick E. Mahler
Richard Maidman
Richard G. Mallinson
Gene S. Manheim
Stuart Marcus
Robin Marnel-Gerber
Pearl Alice Marsh
Juan A. Martinez-Serra M.D.
Roy McAllister-Guitars
Jeremiah S. McCarthy
Bernard J. McEntee Jr.
Richard S. McGowan
Mellen Foundation
Robert and Joyce Menschel
Family Foundation
Merck Co. Foundation
Estate of Ivan Meyer

Deanna Miller
Ethan Moeller
Laila Mohib
Mousetrap Foundation
Susan Mulligan
Victoria Munroe
Haroun Nassibozarobavely
Gines Navarrete
New York Community Trust
Harry and Susan Newton
Augustus K. Oliver
Online Resources Corporation
Open Society Institute
Judith A. Osborne
Pasquale John Palumbo
Margaret E. Parker
Patterson Belknap Webb &
Tyler LLP
Eunice M. Pederson
William R. Peterson
J. Bruce Pevney
John Pierce
Michael Pope
William Anthony Porter
Rabbi David M. and Sylvia
Posner
Estate of Beatrice Potter
Donna Quinn
Hannah and Dr. David
Rabinowitz
James Elliot Radford
Sandra L. Ramsey

Michael Rappaport
Eric Rayman
Morton & Beverley Rechler
Fondation
Richard Redniss
Armando A. Rivera-Carretero
Robert R. Robinson
Stanley and Susan Rosenblatt
Bernard and Cynthia
Rosenson
Elaine C. Roth
Gail B. Rountree
Lawrence Ruben, Esq.
Dr. Shalom Saar
Safestore, Inc
The San Francisco Foundation
Barbara H. Schnitzer
Schreiber Family Foundation
* James E. Schwalbe
Barry K. Schwartz
Gary M. Schwartz
Richard Schwartz
Dr. Perry S. Seider
Nathan and Lena Seiler
Family Foundation
Senegal Senghor
Kannon Kumar Shanmugam
* Romie Shapiro
*Barry A. Shenkman
Ron and Rolyn Shoshany
Showtime Networks, Inc.
Eleanor B. Sikes

Ellen Simon
Robert P. Simone
Sirkin Realty Corp
Kay B. Smith
Jordan E. Smith
Society for Ethical Culture in
the City of New York
Paul Sohn
Edward Solomon
Benjamin D. Sommers
Alicia Soto
Spielberg Family Living Trust
Barry Stein
Linda Steinger
Scott A. Stepien
Irvin Stern Foundation
Michael Stern
Rosa Stidham
Dr. Joel A. Strom
Susan Davis Stump
Betsy R. Sussler
Billy Swinnea
Michael Sydney
Steven E. Sykes
John A. Taylor
Nancy Thornes
Allyson M. Torrisi
Estate of Dr. Miriam E.
Trachman
Revan Tranter
John B. Tuck Ill
Nancy S. Turover

Isaac H. Tuttle Fund
Jeffrey J. Ulery
United Way of New York City
Christopher M. Van De Kieft
Albert Varon
Paul R. Verkuil
Sheldon Vidibor
The Beth Ann Wahl
Revocable Trust
Hadassah R. Weiner
Hon. Jack B. Weinstein
Jennifer Weiser
James F. Wellington
Dr. Ira Wexler
Estate of Siggi Wilzig
Norman & Rosita Winston
Foundation, Inc.
Mildred F. Wohlford
M. Claire Woodbury
Kenneth L. Yagoda
Yue-Cheng Yang
Debra Yates
Robert Zanetti
Christy Zegub
Steven S. Zimmerman
Frederic Zinn
Abigail R. Zucker
Abraham Zuckerman
Jack Zuckerman

The Annual Fund supports scholarship assistance,

facuity recruitment and research,
library resources, and more.
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